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INTOODUOTION 

•), ""~ ~ 

In the coilrse of any artist's career there usually are changes in 
' 
··~ ·.• ' , 

the attitudes towards him. If he is developing, the changes should be a 
,-
__ l ·' 

fact, especially 1£ the times are changing also. Ii' the artist does not 
,, ,. 

, ; ' ',' 

show any differences during his career, tl'v!re is little point in his 
' _,_ l, ~, i. : ' 

creating after the first product. The more important the artist, the 
\ '. ,'; ~' 

more likely he is to have an effect on his times and on the field of 
,-·1 ·,r, .. 

a.rt in which he works. It is possible that the times may cha~e as a 
' \ ·. ' . . _, . ~ ~ - .. 

resul:t; ot his work am intluenoe. The times may change more precipi .. 
. . ·~· ~ . 

tately than he, and he may be le.f't ,behind. Probably for him to have the 

max:t.mum inflllence he should develop. much more rapidly than the times, 
''; .,.. • ~ ' .. ~ •• > • - ·- • 

leavmg a great deal ror future generations to "diecovern in his work. 

This hertt;ge for the ruture .. may, of course, prevent his own generation 
' ;,'." ·.; ·, ~ 

from finding him particularly interesting or worthwhile, and may even 
J,.", ~~ !~'1,'r:~'," 

cause hiai not to make a l1Vi.ng. 

Some critics during his ec:ireer secr.wd to have resented their not 
->' ~ ,., ~ .... , i 

being able to get inside James' raind to dissect him more easily than 
·,., .-.. .....;. ·[ ·~ ~] ~ 

they were able to do. One of the greatest causes o! grievances against 
., ,·- -··. 'Ii • .,_. - '!. 

h~ w~s their. n~t -b~itJg abl~ to canprehend him. Crit1os have responded 
.\ ' •./ ~ . 
with abuse; derision, accusations or both too great a morality for 

realistic writing, and of immorality, and they have also hinted that he 

was a great· deal of saund and. fury signify.l.ng nothing. 

Other critics contemporary wi. th James treated his individuality 
-.. . i ,. ,_- ,.- .. 

with more respect than those who found many faults in him. Without 



by-passing the tricks of phraoes and the obscurities, they willing:cy 

gave him credit for using all these characteristics as itnplements of 

innovation. They oven agreed that the innovation might be valuable. 

v 

That there was any sort of gradual building up to his present-day 

reputation on all phases of his writing does not show in the reviews. 

From the first some were favorable, and some otherwise, with.out any par

ticular decline or either type. The thi."lgs £or 'M1ich he was praised and 

the ones !or ltlich he was taken to task did change during his career. 

This change, or course, was a reflection of his ow technical develop.. 

ments and of the temper of the period ts being changed also. 

In the early days Ja!ll9s' style and mmrer or writing were often 

praised, but as time tient on, these came in for less favorable comment 

from various quarters. Hacy of the oritico felt tha.t he uas becoming 

too introverted to commmicate effectively- with an audience. 

The earlier review contain phra.Ses such as observations on his 

"light touch" and on his "econor.ry,n which never appear in later rotices. 

These phrases denote changes in James' stylo, of course, as well as in 

the critics• opinions of him. One strong characteristic which was 

observed fairly early in his worlcs and 'Which continued throuchrut, \1as 

his obscurity. The changes in types of comments on this were intensi• 

fied rather than veering off in any other direction. 

One thing that seemed apparent in the reViewa, the feeling that 

critics rarely expressed in so many -words but which pervaded their 

writing., was the impression that James was a writer l'mo could not be 

dismissed lightly or ignored. His talents might not be cor.iprehended, 
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but he demanded some sort ot reaction. Any o.f the critics who attempted 

to show themselves as infinitely superior were the losers by straining 

at the eff'ort. 

Several of the more popular notions about James shQlld be dis

pelled by this paper. One or them is that James moved to England and 

.found that. country more receptive than America. He did find it a better 

place in which to work, but the critical notices in the two countries 

shov that he was not mo re .fully appreciated in England. The Arooricnn 

press was sometimes more harsh than the British, it is true. On tho 

Whole, however1 reviews in American periodicals were just as peroeptive1 

if not more so, as the English. Furtmr, they took more .favorable note 

ot him on many occasions, and their awareness o£ Janss' abilities came 

earlier in some instances than in England. 

The average reading person is apt to think of Henry Jams only in 

terms of the 81:.yle or his later yea.rs. This style, which is full of 

layers or meaning and buttressed with heavy words and sentence struc .. 

ture, is uncbubtedly the easiest to spot and i."nitate. Du.t it was not 

his style in the first part of hi.a career, as can be seen through the 

eyes or the reviewers in those days. It is hoped that this realization 

will destroy another misconception about James. 

A popular notion about Janes, that he was a psychological novel

ist, is one that should not be at all nodified by this paper. 'furough 

the reactions of the critics who variously berated him for the lack of 

action in his stories or who were delighted with his probing of the 

interlor life or his characters, it can be seen that this is just what 



he was. 

An important thing tht:.t aho11ld be borne in mind is that even 

though the critics in the pericxlicals have a great influence in shaping 

taste, they are not able to .foist poor material off on the public, nor 

are they always able to kill the potential of a good work of art. The 

moat that can be said in a generalizing sort of way is that they are 

usually a renection or the thinking or the more thinldng people. 

The m:>rals or James' stories am the thinking at his Ct'itics 

about them are testimony to the changing ti.ilea. James was oi'ten 

denounced for his hints of immorality-. In the novels of the 1960's, 

such as works by Faulkner, Steinbeck, or the highly p.iblioized Hrs. 

HotaJ.ious and Mr. Nabakov1 immoral goines-on are never merely hinted. 

They are spelled out, either in sturdy Anglo-Saxon tonns or cottched in 

more sophisticated langUC!.ge. Often such elements of "rum, rape,, and 

rebellion" are the only claim the novels have to literary distinction. 

Publishers have found that they can sell books which are so canposed, 

and the public acceptance bears then out. 

There has been of la~ a movement to dissuade authors from over• 

loading their stories with all varieties of' carnaee, as in a speech by 

Jolm Muon Brown before the Richnond (Virginia) Book and Author Dinner 

in April, 19621 which was strongly critical of novels which bear such a 

heavy burden of 1.mnorality. Whether this movement "Will spread widely is 

a matter that cannot be predicted. 

To return to nore specific :matters,, Hent"t/ James was not an author 

whose stories were consistently best sellers. He was able to support 
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himself by his writing, but because o.f certain characteristics,, which 

were noted by his critics 1 he did not become a novelist or the common 

people. What these characteristics were and holr the critics felt about 

them are the rrundation for this paper. During his lifetime and since 

his death a. change has ta.ken place in his literary status. The quali

ties of 'that change are also a component oi' this paper. 

This study has been an attempt to give a survey of the present 

st.ate or the literary reputation of Henry James and 1io trace it.s develop

ment through the yea.rs. 

The first chapter deals with the critical reviews which appeared 

about James during his creative career (from 1877 to 1904). Excerpts of 

these rev1ews have been quoted and analyzed to some degree. The general 

purpose has been to try to discover if there have been definite trends 

in critical thrught which have led to the present feeling about him. 

The second chapter contains trends in criticism on James during 

the years since 1943. That year was picked as a starting point because 

it was the hundredth year since Jama• birth, 1843. With the notice 

taken or that fact in the press, some renewed interest in him was 

stirred. Scholars had not actually been neglecting him during the 

interim between his death in 1916 and this centennial, but the general 

public, it seems, had paid h1m little notice. 

In the third chapter are divisions based on some of the more out

standing characteristics James displayed, as they have been co:mmcnted on 

by the critics. These coo:ment.s include observations on his abilities as 

a 11.terary critic, his qualities as an observer, his morality, hia 
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characterization and plots, his obscurity, and a division o! the English 

and American thinking on James. 

This oort or study has involved some digressions on the oraft of 

criticism. To accept everything which has been written about Henry 

James as absolutely true wou1d be folly. Some sort of assessment of the 

statements is necessary. 

There has been, also, selectivity involved in the criticisms 

which have been included. Some which have seemed intelligent, or 

noticeably un-intelligent1 significant in pointing out certo.1.n qualities, 

or have had some other point 01· interest have been chosen over ones 

which seemed to be bits of hackwork. 

Certain questions are bound to arlse in the course of any amount 

ot reading about Jewla, especially in reading the current pi.aces about 

him. There is a highly defensive tone which is quite apparent in the 

majority 0£ it. What has le_d to this feeling? Has it been a tendency 

which was built up over the years or is it more the product o:f a literary 

accident. of some sort? 

In studying the reviews which were published ccncerning James• 

work during his life time, it 1s evident that hia critics then saw quite 

different quaJ.:1.ties in his work than those which present-day evaluators 

have discovered. The noticeable major qualities which critics then and 

now have found are the main body of this paper. 



CHAPrmt I 

CRITICAL REACTION TO HENRY JAMES 1877 TO 1901' 

This chapter deals with review or works by Henry James beginning 

in 1877 and cmtinuing through 1904. The first date waa chosen because 

it is the year 0£ the first review which could be found; the second, 

because it is the date or the last major novel produced by James. Later 

works appeared, but they need not be considered significant.. for this 

paper. 

It should be noted that the reviews or James in the earlier years 

regarded him largely as a commentator on the international scene, and ae 

time passed, it was felt by many of the reviewers that. he was developing 

some defects 0£ style which interfered w1 th his audience's full appre

ciation of him. The first chapter does not deal with these defects 

except as they. appear chronologically in the eyes ot his critics. These 

quirks o.t James' 'Writing are discus sod more .ful~ in the tlrl.rd chapter. 

This chapter is designed to portray the fiction of Henry James as 

it was seen by the people who lived in his time and who regarded him not 

as an historical .figure but as a writer whose wol'k was in need of 

rev:iewing because it was being published with some frequency. The vary

ing attitudes ot the reviewers beyond tl'eir realization o:f the need 0£ 

James 1 works for renewing are shown in the excerpts which have been 

quoted. 
,:·.· .. ·. 

In the great majority of the reviews the articles were unsigned. 

In such cases, the page, date, and name of the magazine in which the 
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review appeared arc the only pieces 0£ information included in the .foot-

notes. 

In one or the earliest available reviews of' -worl~ by Ja.":l.es, the 

critic was writing about The American in 1877. Though the element or 
. -

passion was f'aund wanting, the critic was not entirely displeased, for 

he wrotei 

• • • Apart, from this how nm.ch there is to admire in the novelJ 
The dti'ferent threads a.re managed 'With rare sldll. • • • Thero is 
great completeness and skill in these chapters. . But the best thing 
ot al11 in oo.r opinion., ia the delicacy with 'Which Madame de Cintre 
ia drawn, with her shyness and generous delicacy. The oucceos here, 
attained as it is by that apparent si:mpl1c1ty which is the height 
of art, gives the novel a place c.imong tho beat modem studios of 
society, and makes it an honorable example of Mr. Jams' serious 
endeavor to attain excellence only by careful choice of methoda.l 

This critic showed sympathy with James• thinld.ng, and let it be 

known tha:t he knew something of the author's a1ms in writing, too.. He 

was no stranger to good criticism, which should have some more stable 

base for remarks than the reviewer's personal opinions. Though these 

points enter into the final judgmmt, they can.not be applied fairly if 

no conception of the purposes o! the author are gained first. This 

critic knew that James was serious in trying to nattain excellence only 

by careful choice or methods," and this knowledee enabled the critic to 

make some decision as to whether that goal had been reached. 

One of the characteristic marks of criticism on Jam.es is his 

seriousness about his work. A good nunher of people appreciated this 

approach to his pro:fesaionJ others felt that he could have improved had 

l 
~ Nation, May 31.t 1877 1 p. 325. 
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he eased up a bit in hie zeal. 

· In 1878 an English reviewr writing about. James' book, French 

Poets!!!! llovelists, praised hm tor a lrork w!dch showed that he could 

write nnd think, though the critic admitted to being uncertain about the 

meaning of some of the words. He wrote i 

There has of late years appeared nothing upon French literature 
so intelligen~ as this, book ••• ac~te, .f'ull of good sense, free 
rrom affectation and pretence. • • • " 

That this book is praised for its "lack or pretence" might sur

prise some readers l'mo are more familiar with Jar.iea' later style, which 

has been condemned more than once for being al together too full or pre .. 

tence, and pretentiousness as well. This may point to a definite 

develo~ntal ·trend in James' style. 

A facet of his writing which many critics deplored was what they 

felt was Janes' lack of moral quality. 1101-e specific citations w.1.ll be 

made later. However, in 1879, a reviewer criticizing The Madonna or !he - --
Future wrote that James was quite ain".ilar to Balzac in his ntudies or 

relations between the sexes,, except that Jama,, he felt., was prohibited 

from some of Balzac's freedom by his "Angle-Saxon reticenee. 113 That 

thiS reviewer was English is obvious .fro11 his raxt rema:rks. 

To say that 'they are written in an excellent style, with scarcely 
a trace or ,what Englishmen are wont to ci:nsider Americanisms, and 
that they ·al:x:>nnd in charm1ng bits of description and shrem:l ·conceits 
neatly expressed,, is only to say t.hat they are by Mr. James; but it 

~he Athenaeum., !>1.arch 16, 1878, P• 339. -----
3The Athena.eum.1 Novenber 8, 1879, p. 593. 



is to be hoped that he is not yet at the end or hiD invention. • • h 

The English perhaps could never forgive Jam.es for coming over and 
' ,• I 

writing about them more pcrcepti vely than most 01· their native writers 

could do. They took, on the whole, a sommdlat condescending attitude, 

such as characterized above by nscarcely a trace ••• of Junericanimns." 

Naturally bite of Americanisms were to be avoided at all costs. Arr:!' 

clear-thinking Englishman Ime1f that. If Jamee. could manage to shake off 

his .faintly unsavory background or America., it was .so muoh tho better 

for him. 

Another point vhich naturally comes under consideration in dis

cussing a novelist is his development 01' the ch<iracters in, his stories. 

Are they merely names on the page, or do they have more meaning for the 

reader than that? In a re'liew of "Daisy Miller" and 1.h2 _European3 1 the 

first a short story and the second a novel lThich were published in 1878 

and 18791 an early critic said that he felt James described street 

scenes, houses, gardens, and the like, better than people, probably 

because 

• • • the former are conscientious copies from a model 1 while hi:;i 
men and l«lmon are fictions of' the intellect merely, whom he makes 
known to mi by descriptions and assertion instead of by the natural 
uni'ol~ or their dispositions and characters through the medium 
of thinkings a.nd sayings and doings •• • • Intereatirt..g portrai't.ures 
• • • but ~ • • not sUfficiently real to rouse our sympathies. 5 

To this critic's mind,, James mat not have passed the test or breath~ 



reality into his people. Whether this is a result of James' methods' 

being too radical £or the critic to fall in line llith his thin.kine or 

whether the critic simply rejet:ted the characters While understanding 

their exposition is not known. James at this time was probably not 

important enough to merit a separate reviev for each story. 

Another revi.ew of nnaisy Miller" in 1879 praised the author and 

also naued the two other writers the critic felt had influenced James: 

He is little m:>re than a bcgimer, and he already writes tth 
the aplomb ot a veteranJ ho has a'l.r.1.ost acquired a manner • 

. 

5 

The critic continued by saying that he could see tho influence of Balzac 

and Trollope in James and he thought James should take care to avoid 

becoming merely a. renection or Trollope, WO \la.O so easy to follow. It 

should be noted that another critic had already mentioned the similari-

ties of James and Balzac, in a review of The l1adonna or The Future. - -----
Inl880 a critic evidenced some reluctance to discuss James, say

ing that his nOV'els ttare better !i.tted to be read and enjoyed than to be 

eri ticized. n 7 This may 1 perhaps 1 be attributed to a :feeling on the 

reviewer's part that Janes was s~ing more than he was understanding; 

his remarks are not disparaging in 'the loast,, and aean to show that he 

approved or James. writings 

•.•• as imponderable but yet as delightful to the observer as 
the tail ot Donati• s comet • • • that seemingly light but really 
careful touch o.t which Mr. James more than any living English 

6The Athenaeum, March l, 18791 P• 275. -----
7The Athena.eum, January .31 1880, P• 16. -



writer possesses the secret.a 

It may be mentioned that this was appearing 1n an English magazine, 

rather making the compliments stronger, especially aa the reviewer gave 

James credit ror being an Englishman, or if he were not saying that, he 

placed him above his English contemporaries, which is c;eneroua also. 

Tho "light touch" mentioned by this reviewer is an interesting phrase. 

6 

It denotes a quality later critics seG.111ed often to i'ind lacld.ng 1n James. 

How was Henry Janes as a literary critic? Two opinions or his 

work, Hawthorne, !or the English Men of Letters series,, smw that ho did 

not appear the same to all his beholders. 

From The Athenaeum.,t an English magazine? -
• 111 • ha.rdly mare than a taslrnork,, done cleverly no doubt • • • but 
not especially interesting and not in the least important as throw
ing new light on its subject.9 

Fram Harper's; an .American magazines 

• , • will n:>t su.tfer in comparison uith the best of its predeces
sors • • • fulfills the design or ·the series • • • the effect or 
the whole being to make the reader thoroughly adquai."lted with all 
the. pha.sea 01.' Hawtho:me 1 s life and charaoter • • • admirable 
.faculty or choice and selection • • • artistic disposition and 
arrangement or materials,~ •• occasional interjections of sneering 
disparagements of .American literature • ·• • detract from the other 
substantial merits,af his performa.nce.10., · 

That an Am,eriean reviewer should be ioore sensitive to "sneering 

disparagements" of·.the literature of his country is quite natural. 
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"While the English critic seemed to take no notice or such an attitude, 

it rose up to cause o.t.f'ense to the America..'1. The .fact that the American 

thought the book would canpare favorably with the best of ito predeccs-

sore does not signify" a great deal unless one has studied those prede

cessors. The others may not themselves havo ma.de an important contribu• 

tion to literary papers. 

Probably one or the wordn most frequently associated with Henry 

James is "obscure." Was this quality one which flourished ear:cy in his 

career or did it come about after long years or maturing? It was noted 

in 1881 1n a review ot Washington ~uare: 

• • • once or_ twice the desire to put things smartly had made 
him obscure.ll 

am though the reviewer carorn.ented that it was not a new story1
11I1:r. Ja!llos 

has contrived as he usually does,, to throw a new charra over the old 

story.ul2 The attractions of the story were not masked by the obscurity 

this time. Washington Square has been dramntized many times, som.et,imes 

appearing under the name or .'£h.! Heiress • 

.!!!! Portrait 2f.. ! ·~ has been another of James' more i'4tnous 

novels. How good was the portrait of the ma:in character arxl the lesser 

ones in the eyes of contenporazy critics? One of them rellCted to the 

"paintings" of James this way: 

• • • a vivid and J.if'elike portrait 01· a woman at different stages 
ot her lire ~ • • other portraits • • • painted in rich but delicate 

ll:rhe Atheriaewn, Februar.r 12, 1881, P• 228. 

12Ibid. -



colors, and are noteuorthy !or the clearness arrl definiteness or 
their outlines, and for their display 01' mphatic but not violent 
contrasts .13 

This critic sensed that James did not deal in 11v1olent contrasts" and 

consequently did not reel that they were required in order to present 

· descriptiona of the personae of his story. 

8 

In 1890 the story ~ Tragic ~ was published. Instead ot: the 

somewhat spotty coverage by reviewers of his earlier stories, this 

received notice in nt least .four maeazines, one English arrl three .funeri-

can. James was becoming a ~111. tar 'Whose name attached to a new oook had 

meaning for a growing public. Instead of seaning to include hira only if 

there were room, the book editors ware r.i.aldng mire he got attention. 

Was this story of an actress universally appealing? Were the more 

notable Jamesian characterist:iea becoming apparent to the critics? 

These excerpt.-s may help one to see hon he stood in their respecti vc 

views. 

From The Athenaeunu -----
•. • • /_'the bookl has a good deal o.f the ingenuity and careful accom
plishment which one expects .from him, but little or none of the 
keenness of perception and discernment, the delicacy and distinction 
of touch which marked I.'.aisy Miller •••• James still shows himself 
tom of working round a situation ••• but always receding without 
ever carrying away the barrier • • • a good deal about painting • • 
• about,"art for art•s sake" point of view, which the British public 
is struggling to grasp. • • .14 

Here the critic obViously has some acquaintance with James• 

lJHarP!lr~, February / 1882, P• h74. 

14rbo Athenaeum, July 26, 1890, p. 124. -----· 
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earlier works, !or a comparison is mnde, not particularly favorable,, to 

The Tragic~· This" seems to be a favorite go.r:ibit ot boolc-roviewers, 

referr~ to earlier works as soretmat superior to the one under discus-

sion :l.n the review. It m9.y be a perfectly legi'tinate and honest attempt 

to ofter comparisons ao an effective means of' judgr.1€nt, but it somehow 

acts to make the critic seem superior to both the writer mid the reader 

ot the review. 

In the three revt~ws in AJ11erican magazines., t.he story fared as 

indicated below: 

• • • It is a finer power which discerns the crumbling of the 
interior defe:.nses o!' the l'n.L'TloCin citadel and discloses tho ruin by 
glimpses through the fair exterior. Surely the art of tho novelist 
is acquirl:q; a wider range when to the novel of adventure, tho 
novel of dramatic completeness, the novel of character is added the 
no\•el which eives us a picture of hu:ma.n life aa it passes be.fore 
the spectator llho • • • attempts something like the generalization 
of the sub oroer to whioh i.t belongs ••• • technique ••• at 
.first ••• seems inconsistent ui.th breadth of' handling, but on 
closer scrutiny praves to bo tho facile il"..atrument of a master trorlc
man Who is thinking or the soul of his art. • • .15 

This alone should form some sort of proof that James was not appreciated 

in England before he .round an audience in America. Thia has been a popu

lar supposition about James. One review is not sufficient to rorm the 

conclusion, however. What was being said about thU.l story in the other 

.American magazines? 

The traditional. roundup when each character receives his just 
deserts is· honored in the breach here, a noYel which makes the 
.t'arthest departure from the old ideal or the novel. • • • the 
ques:tion never was l'Jhat they [the charactery uere going to do, 
but 'What they were •••• as ror literature, what grace., what 



strength! The str1le is sweetness on the tongue, a r.rusic in tho 
ear. The whol.e picture of life is a vision of Lon.don aspects 
such as no E;nglishmi:.i.n has yet been able to give: so broad, so . 
absolute, so freed fran all necesoities of reserve or falsity.lb 

.And from the third source: 

By .far the most brilliant and faithful representation of the suc
cessful nodern actress that han ever been achieved in English 
riction.17 

10 

.Allowing .for the possible intended slur in the last remark about 

the a.clrl.evements of English .fiction, these two seem to concur with the 

first from an American magazine. The general notion has been that James 

did not f'ind an audience in 1imer1ca until wll after he had become 

established in England. Ii' the Junerica."l audience were tardy, it was at 

least. as enthusiastic, and even more so, t..'1.an the English. 

Two reviews or the Lesson£!~ Master, a collection of short 

stories published in 1892, brought forth those two differing C<Xlll4C?lta: 

Mr. James often shows at his best in the short story, where 
space does not all0t1 or circumlocU'tion or prolonged fencing with 
direct issues. • • • often admirably interpreted as only a keen 
understanding and a vivid sympathy with such prr:blema nay inter
pret,. Yet there lacks something. Is it a want of mibstru1ce 
that in some places verges on thinnegs? ••• rather the echoes 
ot reeling than tho reeling itseir.1 

This one had been published in an E:nglish mar;azine in 1'1<.irch2 and 

the next comes from an Ar'...eri.can one in April of 1892: 

To stand apart and watch the fight (or even tho small scrimmages) 
and then to tell, neither approving nor condemning-that is the 

16tJarper•s ?1a~az1ne, September, 18901 p. 639. 
17The Nation, December 25, 1890, PP• 101-6. -
l8The A'thenaeum, March 19, 1892, p. 369. -



lo.f'ty and lonely !Unction of the modern artist in .fiction. To 
attain thia height he IlD.lst not beca:ne a monster incapable of 
emotion or sympathy 1 but he must feel for all the participant.s 
in the conflict and not 'With any.19 

ll 

Again the contrast between the English and American attitudas 

finds the American fll)re enthusiastic. The English review also brings up 

a question which has plagued. critics of James ror years. Was he better 

at writing short stories or novels? There have been proponents for both 

e1des. 

A concurring answer appeared in ~ Athenaeum in 1893, perhaps by 

the same reviewer, who wrote that he preferred to read James' short 

stories am felt James was wise to stick to writing them because it was 

obvious that "his meagreness of incident and lack or motive are less 

apparent.n20 Other conclusions on the short-story or novel queotion 

Will be noted as time passes 1n criticisms of James' career. 

In Pictures and Text James chatted about some of the maGazine .................... __ _ 
illustrators of the day. His interest in art. was well lmown; many of 

his stories concerned artists of various sorts, and his manipulations of 

the English language were cotrl.ng to be fa-nous 1 too. 

Even if he had nothing to say, his perfection of saying it 
would cOI!llilend him to the artistic soul. But he sees both with 
eyes and imagination, and describes with the true a.rt sense.21 

wrote one rev:iewer in 1893. The book pleased him on the score of con-

tent arrl rri.etood. 

l9The ~at1on_, April 28, 1892, p • .326. 

20The Athenaeum, May 13, 1893, P• 601. 

21ttarper's Mar,azine, June, 1B93, P• 3. 
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Another critic botied to Jarres 1 reputation while humorouoly can

menting on his style: 

0£ Mr. James's quality as an esscyiat we need not speak. 
Even those who do not care for him r.ust admit hie painstaldng 
fidelity to his models; and at the worst, he may serve to 
shal"pen the reader's appetite for a bit of downright Anglo
Saxon.22 

While James remained a stylistic enigma to many throughout hie 

career,. be amused othera, and bored still others. Experimenters in any 

field must oo:ne to expect that their attempts to change things will not 

always be welcomed heartily, and Jaros, who clai."!led that he did not 

allow reviews to infiuenoe him one way or another, should not have been 

particularly swayed .from his course by any such remarko. 

While it is obvious from the 1'orogai~ quotations that reviouors 

rarely concur in t..."leir opin.1ons of various pointo in tho worlrn of art 

which they criticize, it may be somewhat leas noticeable that they otten 

discuss canpletely different. aspects 0£ the sruoo work. ifnat r:'.a.y inter

est one in plot determination may be lost on another who studies charac

terization or dialogue. or course, some authors have qualities that ara 

so outstanding that the reader's attention ia forced on trom no matter 

where his chief' interests may lie. Henry James was an exhibitor or cor-

tain attention-getting features 1 some or uhich have already been men

tioned in this paper. 

In a review of The Private Life (189.3) 1 the c11:tic remarked on - -
some of James 1 outstanding characteristics and noted some others l'rl11ch 



struck him, saying that James had a tendency to make his reader feel 

dull because he cannot discover what the story really \ia6 all about. 

The stories, the reviewer felt, had conversnttons which had 

••• all the terseness and actuality which are always associa.ted 
with Mr.A Ja.meat representation of modern nen and women's conver.
sation.c::.3 

Laurence Hutton, rev1ewine the sa:ne book, showed that ho had been 

affected similarly to the other critic by some thinc:s and took note of 

some others in which he was interested& 

Henry James is a sure retuge in ti.111e of trouble .t"ro:r.i Problems of 
Poverty and Socialistic Questions, and all the disturbing interro
gationp Which the daily newspaper and the daily conversation pre
sent. 24 

or course, this, without actunlly sayii:tG so, seemed to be telling 

James that he was out or date, that there ~>as nothing of contemporary 

interest in his stories. Hutton was not the first nor the last to 

insinuate that Ja.rres was not a.breast o:r his times. The review continues: 

He has an artistic reticence which is admirable, ho ha.a habits of 
observation and thought which are unerring; he has a brilliancy 
of method which is almst dazzling, and he has an unusual clever.
nesa.25 

What promised to be a review with rather sly damning by faint 

praise, or more accurately, reverse praise, proved to have actually more 

appreciation than many critics seem to have had. 'the method, the quali

ties ot observation are all mentioned with approval. riithout trJing !or 

23Tho .Athenaeum, July a, 189.3, pp. 60-61. -
24tarirenoe Hutton, !i!l.l:P2r•s ~azine, September, 189.3, p. 4. 
2'1bid• 
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too many special e.ff'ecto of his orm1 Mr. Hutton rr.nnar,ed to give a. rather 

acute summary. 

James managed to produce a variety of writings during the same 

periods of his career. Some essays followed A Private Lite very quickly. ·- -
T'tiO crit1oiams1 one English and the other American, will demonstrate the 

reaction to trese Essa;rs .!.!! London ::!:.~ Elsewhere on both sidea of' the 

Atlantic. 

From the English viewpoint in 1893: 

••• But the main drawback to the volume is the tortuous English 
which Mr. James has chosen to write, evidently under the :1.'tlprea
sion .that he ought to evolve a style of his otYn. Some or his 
bizarre phrases are ha.1w::n but usually they are the reverse • • • 
piti.ful a.ffectations.2o 

The stylistic chengos again came under fire. That these were not 

a product solely of his lllter development is shown from their being 

noted here. The ''bizarre phrases" have caused perhaps as much talk as 

-any other facet of James' tJrl. ting, particularly mnong those who have not 

road a great deal of. his llork. 

From the American sido of the ocean and or the literary tables 

No writer of fiction has suffered more from- the people who won't 
or can't understand what he is tr;i~ for, while none has more 
consiotently directed bis enerey tc::Mard one isaue--the perfection 
or expression.27 

This much alone should have given James some thoughts about t.me:ro 

he was really appreciated. The Atuer.1.can critic has again proved more 

26Tho ~thenaeum, July 29, 1893; p·. 158. 

27The Nation, November 30, 1893, P• 416. -



sympathetic and receptive to the aims James had set for himself. Had 

James returned to America to live, however, his creative instincts might 

have been changed so that he would not have wrltten the same things 

which he did Write, or he nay not have writ-ten at all. 
f • 

In.the same review, the critic ansessed aor.ie of tho reasons for 

Jaznest lack·or poPular appeal: 

• • • bf S:rooiJ !ailed to apply his exquisite method to subjects 
··.woll.'in the range of common experience and that appeal uith some 

passion to intelligence and emotion.2tl 

· '· < .; The lack of passion also has been noted in James' fiction. Thia 
' 

doe's not : indicate that passion iG not hinted at or that the evidences of' 
' - - - ' ~,. ,.,· ~ 

~~ do': ~t abound, but that it is rarely described, even in vague terms, 
.,, ) ~ .. ,• 

by.James. 

In reviewing The Wheel of Time (1893), a critic slipped in his - --
0 Pinion on Whose literary descendant Jar.ies was. Not Balzac this time, 

not Hawthorne, nor even Trollope, but a nev addition was put on the 

list, accompanied by reasons. 'thia critic thought that it t·ms Washing .. 

ton Irrtng, and he quoted a letter of I:rving1s to Henry Brevoort: 

"• • • I consider a story mere]¥ as a frame on uhich to stretch 
1rJY materials. It is the play of thought and sentiment and lan
guage; the weaving in or characters, li~htly but expressively 
delineated; the familiar and faith.i'ul exhibition of scenes in 
CO!::!mon life •• • .n29 

It was the reviewer's idea that James followed alor.g the same 

lines. quite vell, am that as Irving had said of hi.11self' that he followed 

28 . . .• 
.!.!!!. Nation, ?lovember 30, 1893, P• lU.7. 

29,garper•s H!Ykazine, October) 1893, pp. 2-J. 
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his own "school," so did James. Houever, if the writer o.r the review 

had believed that James followed in Irving's footsteps, it seems incon-

gruous that he should also think that Ja.'iles followed his own school. 

The two theories appear to oppose each other. 

Another collection of short stories, ~ ~ Thing, also 

appeared in 18931 and a critic in wrl ting about t.his volume helped to 

give a summarJ of the picture of Juncs 1 productions up to that time as 

viewed by a thoughtful and analytical contemporary: 

His work oi today varies rrom his earlier work,, does so through 
the natural process by which the subtle grouo more impenetrable, 
and tho delicacy of shade is divided by still finer discrinination. 
We confess to liking this author best 1n his larger books 1 bccc.uoe 
with greater space there is more ro-::>i:i for his charactero, built up 
out 01· an infinity of particulars ••• and because we think Mr. 
James himself therein brines into play pmmro of composition which 
scarcely have scope 1n his shorter stories •••• Nevertheless, he 
remains today, in SOL".C respects, tho consummate artist in miniature 
story-telling of this generation.30 

Thie critic also chalked up a voto 1n the lone-or-short story 

controversy t1J'hile discussing the merits of James, which evidently were 

.f'ound to be profuse. Not to be outdone by anyone who might favor the 

short stories, this writer commends Jams' skill in that department, 

too. 

In the same review of "The Raal Thing,, 11 the tlriter admits a cer-

tain amount of bewilderment with good grace. This io notable in the 

face of so.me o.t the criticism of Ja.,.,es which displayed degrees of hos

tility ranging from ilTitat.ion to wrath • 

.:;oThe Atlantic, lfovcmbor, 1893, pp. 695 .. 96. 



We lJeach an , intcrpretatioy boldly, though ten to one the 
author or the tale could find us a dozen other interpretations 
of the parable. ·That is the oomlde?"ing and teasing effect of 
V.r. James' recent ··fiction •••• Is it :not the result of a 
steadfast search :tor the real thing that Mr. James has finally 
come very near to squaring the circle in 1':1.ction?.31 

17 

Here a.gain the critic shows a knowlodie of some· a"!lount or Ja."!1es' 

work. In such revelations by those who were writing about him in hia 

own day are the grounds !orbel1eVing that he ha.d gained an audience, at 

least among the more literate members of the population. 

In 1895 another collection or short stories by James, Terminations, 

was published. It was becoming even more apparent that. Janes had :reached 

the position of an author whose works commanded attention, and possibly 

even some study or previous 11orkS prior to delivering judgment. Tho 

critic thought highly of James' particular t2lents1 saying: 

Scarce any other contemporary nan or letters could hnva brought 
the same qualities to bear in like degree and proportion, or 
besto-wed the rare and delicate handling he has lavished on this 
picture of the isolation o! two souls, It it_ at all 1'n1.l of 
its full effect, ue need not dwell on shortcomings to which tho 
author is himself more keenly alive than we can be,32 

This is not blind achniration, but it docs determinedly refrain 

from errumerating the "shortcomings." Whether the critic truly admired 

James as :much as he seemed or if it 11ero the author•s reputation -which 

drew forth these words would be hard to say. For the reason that 

critics seE'Ill generally only too happy to prick holes in the reputations 

or writers, it seems safe to assume that this one was sincerely 

32'.rhe·Athenaeum, June 15, 1895, p. 769. 



enthusiastic about Henry James •. 
"'\ 

The same review continued, later ·discussing somo of the aspects 

of the story, and also pointing out some or the characteristics which 
••• 1 

other critics have found typical of James; 

This submerged and elusive consciousness (that is not exactly 
sentiment and is certainly not incident} is never suffered to 
emerge clearly,. nor yet to sink completely. The consequence is 
the reader,· and we suspect the writer also, experience a sense cf 
strain and erfort.33 

18 

Could this be taken as an example of nineteenth century brinksma.nship? 

That a writer could keep his reader so poised and simultareously trying 

to decide whether sentiment or incident were the point in question seems 

a tribute to skills ot a sort.. The critic continued, notine a quality 

which is rarely thought 0£ in connection with Jn."ll.es' storiesi 

With such passages of' trenchant. wit and sparkling observation,, 
surely in his best manner, Mr. JDm

4
es ought to be as satisfied 

as his readers cannot 1~ail to be • .3 

It might be well to note that this review ca.J'i'.a from an English 

magazine, and does not hold to the line or faint superciliousness which 

can be detected in many or the criticisms or James by othor Engl:l.shmen. 

In an American magazine or 18951 the critic also showed hir.iaelf 

to be acquainted uith James' works and style, saying that it was "dis

tinctly his peculiar quality" and that hie ntouch in studies in the 

American character is brilliant and aecure. n35 

3%a.rper•s ~eekly, July 27, 1895, p. 701. 



This critic was somewhat less effusive in his discussion, a..'ld 

presented a more reseT\Ted opinion: 

••• wise and sensitive roticonco, which someti1r.os shades into 
the defect or his virtue, perhaps; I n..'n not sure or this •••• 
One quits his company with a sensa of life which has been lived,, 
and will be lived again.36 

19 

Some critics have been Ul'lU5Unlly afnicted With uncertainty in 

discussing Jai-nes • works. Such lack of \r.lshing to cor.vnit oneself to any 

final. st.atet'lent can be seen in the excerpt above. It almost seems as if 

there were a desire to keep from going out on a 1.i.!lb1 ospecially in the 

direction of condemning any feature. 

During the rnidcD.e or the 18901a Henry James uas possessed or a 

strong anbition to write for the theatre. Few if any critioo had seen 

dramatic qualities in his other writings, and it vaa surprising, no 

doubt, that he should undertake this no"rr medium. 

In 1894 he published 'rheatricals, a collection or plays which,, he 

announced, we!"C written for a certain company or English actors. Such 

plays accompanied by such an announcement brought rorth a torrent of 

condemnation. An Ame:>;'ican critic seemed to express the general attitude 

'When he called the fitting of plays to actors or conpaniea of actors 

11 tailoring" which "encourages bad acting, 11 and felt that they wore "more 

likely to meet with judicious appreciation in their present form" than 

on a stage.37 While the !'act that they were adapted to certa:ln actors 

37The Nation. J 28 1094 517 _____ ,, une , 
1 

P• • 
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and companies attracted the ~ost unfavorable attention, tho unsuitab:ility 

of the plays to the stage was almost universally comnented upon • 

• • • /)hese playif juntify the hope that the author may yet pro
duce a play w~ose dramatic may be equal to its litorary excel
lence, •• • 3 

wrote the same American critic. He, then, did not despair of James' 

ability to write something that could be done in tho theatre, \olhich 

implies some sort of confidence in James. 

English reaction found that there l-Ias 

••• nothing in them to conder.m them, but (if representation were 
attempted.) they would have been reGarded as drawing-room entertain• 
ments thrust on a stage too big for them. • • • The dialogue is 
alvays pleasant and occasionally brilliant. The notives to action 
are, however, inadequate •••• Let Hr. James go on writing and 
publishing plays of this kind •••• Let him, however, abandon the 
hope • • • of beholdire them on staee till he can inform them vi th 
more vigour and life.3~ 

It -vms clear that the goneral f eeline ran strongly against their 

ever being successfully presented on tho ~tagc. Jrunes had stated, how

ever, that he did not let the opinions of hie contemporaries affect him, 

and he proved it by publishing a second volume of Theatricals in 189.5. 

His hopes, if' he had entertained arry, of these being a greater success 

Im.tat have been somewhat dampened by reviews such as thio .i\merican one of 

January, 1895: 

••• James' r.umager.ient of the whole testam.cntcry business is 
unconvincing • • • inherent feebleness as plays • • • unt1ortby of 
Mr. James• reputation and undisputed abilities • • • a shocking 

39The Athenaeum, Uovember 17, 1894, p. 621. 

",\ 



waste of real talent and a terriblo encouragement to bad noting • 
• • nothing more than tailor work.40 

21 

The critic did acknowledge here that James had talent; he was not 

trying to inti.mate otherwise. It was felt that he was simply misdirect

ing the abilities he possessed. The idea or their being 11tailor work" 

appears here also. ifuother this critic was the same as the other who 

used the same phrase is not known, but it seciiia a strong possibility. 

The English critical reaction uas again not as stern
11 

but it was 

no less firm in its insistence that these "plays" lacked drama. This 

appeared in January of 189' also. 

The absence of strain after 'Wit is one of their g1""Catest. charras 
They.have not 11 however~ the sligh~e~t claim to be dramatic;·tho• 
characterization is so weak that it is difficult to be certain 
wo is speaking. • • • We have. rarely encountered ·works .the fi. t
ting of vhich to stage production would be more impracticabla.41 

A second English review referred to a play (undoubtcdi ... G Do 
"'""~-B

ville, which had been produced at St. J<lmos Theatre London in J 
' 1 armary1 

1895, and which will be discussed later) recently sta~ed b J 
b Y aracs which 

bad net wlth resounding failure. In Narch, 1895, tho critic quoted 

James' comment about "• • • the pervertoo. man of lett "' 
ers ... rashly trying 

his hand at an art in which • • • he has if possible v 
e on more to 

unlearn than loarn,n42 and he intimated that Jamosr 

a little too patronizing. 

40The Nation, January 31 1895, p. 18. -
~e Athenaeum1 January 19, 1895

1 

42~ ~' March l, 1895, P• 156. 

p. 93. 

attitude was perhaps 
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Also in Harch, 1895, Lawrence Hutton wrote about both aeries of 

Theatricals noting that they were 

.... excellent reading-bri6ht, sparkling, brilli.D.nt, well worth 
cru."eful study, well worth preserving. Dut as he reads them he is 
utterly at a loss to knoll how they would act. • • • At; literature 
they are, without question, eminently successful and satisfactory 
experiments, and they are cordially recommended to those who study 
dra.."18.-at home. L3 

It should be obvious that if those pieces or literature were 

designated as plays and they did not fulfill that tl"tle in the eyea of 

the critics, they should not have received any commendation. If an 

author does not declare his intentions about the goals for a certain 

piece, then the critic can only assess it by the e.""tternal appearances 

with any degree of certainty. However, if tho author docs state that 

thia writing is designed to meet such and such a requirement and it does 

not, in the eyes of the critic, meet those 1-equirementa, then it should 

not be recomraended. It is possible here acain that the crltics r.w.y have 

·wished to pr'Otcct themselves by avoiding complete deprecation of the 

"lrorks in the event that they should prove imrkable on the sto.ce oome 

day. There is the possibility, also, that there was hesitation in find-

ing too nnich fa.ult with a writer whose ta.loots uore sen6ed to be of 

great proportiona. 

That Jainea was not a born dramatist, hollever, and that his a.rt 

vas most decidedly not fitted for the theatre of his times seems conclu

sively proven by this review of Guy Domville which appeared in Harch, 

h3Lawrence Hutton, Iiarper's Hagazine, l!a.rch, 1895, P• 1. 
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1895. The play had been produced in January of that year. It was 

reported that tho audience were silenced by the firot act and n!ter the 

second had reviled James loudly. 

A. B. Walkley, tn-itin.g tll1at he called "An Appreciation" of Guy 

said: 

••• the characters were al.l of a piece, tllc passions too sub
dued, the love-1naldnr:; spiritualizcd •••• 44 

and though he admitted that the play was not fiartless the second act 

was veak, £or instance he asserted that 

••• a sc:rupuloua fastidiousness, an emotional .frugality, as it 
were, mark the play as an e:{perlment in whot I will take leave to 
call dra..TMtic quietism •••• The public, with its almost blood
thirsty cllnr.;ing to the e:'tterna.l ard the mat~riel cn.3ts lmra1"Ci and 
spiritual things 04t of the ple.yh"oufle--and it cast out 11r. Henry 
James• play •••• 5 

Walkley went 011 to say that the play cad "rare distinction" and 

was a "dolicate refreshn:ent for the spirit, n perhaps placine hir11self 

several cuts above the common herd who had attended the perfori~..nce and 

hootc-d. the play and its astounded author. The people of the tL~es were 

definitely not ready for ouch llrefrosr .. -:i!lnts," a:id they did not hesitate 

to ini'om him of it in a positive maru1er. 

The reception the public gave to Gul Domville abated James' 

enthusiasm for the theatre, and he began to turn to other forms of 

expression. The ne,._'"t year the story ,!!!! Other House was published, and 

it was obvious t,., many of the critics that hia writing for the theatre 

44
A. B. Walkley, Harper's Weekly, March 2, 1895, p. 199. 

h5Ibid. -



had ai'tected his other fiction. 

An English critic wrote tha.t the story contained 

• • • dramatic situations, but is a play in all save name and 
externals • • • a very notable and distinguished piece of work 
• • • though a feeling or artificiality is present in the 
repartee. • • .46 

Another critic,, Edith Baker Brown, betrayed no profound feeling 

in favor of James and did not seem to find the dramatic qualities of 

The Other House a meritorious attribute. She felt that his works had ----
shown a steady decline in their "retreat trom life," and continued: 

Merely in point of construction Tho Other House is as artificial 
as the stage •••• Its general Mlure in e:notion has spoiled a 
conception whi~h might have been poetic, and made it artistically 
unpleasurable. 47 

At least this .female reviewer was quite unafraid of giving vent 

24 

to her disapproval of Mr. Jtl!les. Whether sho -was actually being vindic-

tive, attempting to be different by her vituperative remarks, or if 

indeed she was sincere in her expressed ideas, she presents quite a con

trast to the general tenor of articles written about James during the 

period. 

An American review was written in a lees negative nood: 

Here things happen, and they may, indeed, even arrive at a dim 
consciousness of a fascination about certain road.a that lead no
where. • • • Technical devices are ao skilful, that things appear 
to aITange themsolves without diroction or s-.iperygsion ••• 
revealed in dialogue-light, neat, pointed talk.4 

h6The Athenaeum, October 31, 1896, P• 203. 

47Edith Baker Brown, The Bookma."1, December, 1896, PP• 359-60. ----
48The Nation, January 28, 1897, p. 71. 
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Another English review contained observations on the dramatic 

.feeling of the story: 

The obvious thing about the book is ita dramatic stnicture • • • 
the reader is always conscious that the connective tissue of the 
story-the passages of description and analysis have for their sole 
purpose the production of those iropre4siona that tho playeoer gets 
through the medium or eyesight. • • • 9 

Most or tho crltica found no fault with the elenents or a play 

which were so apparent in the story. They did not seem to hold his 

theatrical infatuation against hi:rn, with the noted exception of Niss 

Brown, but on the other hand, they did not seem to feel that his stories 

~ere necessarily improved by it. 

By 1897 this "theatrical." phase seemed to have passed. James hed 

grown into a creator whose name attached to a book prevented any sort of 

ordinary critic ism. F.ach reviewer nns affected in a rather pouer.f'ul 

way, though not similarly. The variety of reootions to~ Spoils ££_ 

Poznton 'Will offer a.~ple demonstration of this. 

In May, 1897, an English reviewer, pointing out that things would 

have tumed out well in a 1'irell-regulated novel," made it plain that ~ 

Spoils 21, Fomton had some merit, wt that it was not wholly to his 

liking: 

The struggle ia veil-balanced, the characters Ouen Oeroth and 
Mona are concrete enough if not very interesting. • • • Mrs. Gereth 
is decidedly more of an abstraction ••• the-only fault in the 
construction of the book is the fire at the end. A catastrophe of 
that kincl has no business in a novel unless it be either cause or 
effect.So 

49The ~' January l, 1897, p. 22. 

50The Athenaeum, Harch 6, 1897, pp. 308•9. -----
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Another critic had bO'~ndless praise for the novel: 

Each situation is a miniature, each sentence a piece of throo.d 
lace. With what delicate incisions he appro:d..mates to hia meaning! 
The analyst must ever be open to tho accusation or other-worldliness. 
This, because he keeps both eyes on the object, and docs not dr.op 
bis tools now and then to tickle hia readers between the ribs • .51 

It is hard to realize that these t110 reviews are about the sn."le 

novel. That one object can appear so different to two people is some 

testimony both to its own diverse elements and the tastes or the two 

critics involved. Where one found abstractions not very interesting, 

another revelled in the delicacy. 

In an A."l".erican magazine in July, 1891, a review or ~ £E?ils ,!!! 

Pomton held the view thn.t the characters were not very human, eomeW.at 

as stated by the review on the preceding page, and yet it did not, matter 

that Fleda Vetch and Hrs. Goreth were far from natural., because 

The fancy is fine enough nnd the phrases are good enough to 
aff'ord a rare pleasure, ot a kind which the author a.lone is able 
to give us in perfection.52 

Soma critics, it can be aeen here, arc quite willing to suspend 

their view of the real world in def crence to the world of fiction they 

enter in a novel. others insist upon a more strict adherence to reality. 

Enjo~ent of a Jacobite53 world io dependent upon the reader's submit-

ting to all the circu."ilstances of that rarefied at.mo sphere. 

Hore contrasting reactions of James• novels are shown by what has 

~e Booman, May,, 1897, p. 259. 

52The Nation, July 11 1897, P• 18. 

53A Jacobite is a aupporter, originally, of King James, now 
applied to any supporter of a person named Janes. 

i ·,;.. 
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been written about~ Maisie ~· One critic had thought .!!:! ~polls 
!?.£. Poynton had a situation which was not real enough. In November, 

18971 this appeared about Hai!lic, "• •• situation may be too real •• • 

Had James been trying to please the critics, he might have thrown up his 

hands in despair. This review continuedi 

Mr. James knows so very well what he about that we are probably 
in error in holding the belief that the nether r.ru.st f'or her arm 
sake have occasionally ma.de vo:ne slight attempt to what ia called 
draw a veil,55 

It seems that lrhat shows here is tho feeling on the part of tho 

critic that he is not quite capable of divinine all that James has to 

say and that he is being apologetic in suggesting what the author moant 

by anything he wrote. 

.. ~ 

In February, 18981 an l'.marican critic found tho same story "unusu

ally brlJl ia.ntfl in phrase and construction but thought that Haisie was 

•• • an arbitrary, artificial construction., and the author, fas
cinated by the experitlent, did not realize ho was being beaten. • 
•• e. tale, not only without a moral, but without morols.56 

In the last part or the above quotation is a sign of the growing 

f&eling on the part or some of the critics that James wao not ta.king the 

firm stand on the side 0£ right which an author should take it he is to 

be considered worthwhile. This feeling will be mentioned several times 

more in the course or the pa.per. 

54.rhe Athenaewn, November 6, 1897, p. 629. 

55rbid. -
56.rhe tfation, February 17, 189{3, p. 135. 

'!' 
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To the eyes 0£ another critic the story looked entirely differents 

• • • full to overnowi:r.g or cager tenderness in it •••• Hr. 
Jameo keeps his sense of fun, for he lmowa his little heroine, 
intelligent, uncorrupted, valiant, eager for lifo1 will come 
through w'ith an unbroken and gentle spirit.57 

In July of 1099 William Horton Paine wrote about ~ Aukward !:J:i! 

in somewhat of a complaining mood. He felt that James' slice of life ~as 

too narrow, as it consisted so largely of dra'Wine room scenes. Yet ha 

made a vory reveaJJ.ng statementa 

• • • we worry through it flXlm aa sense or duty rather than ror 
satisfaction wlth its measage.5 

By acknowledg1..ne his "sen3e of duty" to the book he was perhaps 

paying unconscious tribute to James. In his thinld.ng Jmnea evidentl,y 

was in the position to command this sort of respect, a place of eminence. 

If he were not, there would have been no sense of duty e:·mctcd.. 

Paine did find laudable qualities in the book, too, saying: 

There is no other living writer who could havo written the book, 
who could so patiently and delicately labour to make a fine point, 
who could deal oo senoitively witt fine nhades, uho could analyse 
tho slight so subtly, so wittily.'9 

Without a doubt, the critics in general recognized the peculiar 

powers which James melded. Thoy i.'ound elements which were faulty, but 

when being completely honest, they also were sure to mention the qu:lli

ties in uhich he surpassed. The foregoing excerpt demonstrates this 

vividly. 

57The Bookl'llan, February, 1898, p. 562. 

5SThe ~' July, 18991 p. 21. 

59Ibid., PP• 472-73. 
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With the appearance of~ Sacred Fount in 1901, reviewors found 

even meatier substance on which to test their teeth. Predict~ that 

the story would have "more purchasers than readers,n one critic grudging'.cy' 

admitted: 

The truth is1 Mr. James has done nearly everything that we con
demn in other writers, not stupidly but gracefully,, l'rith the 
audacity of a m.an who challegejes evel'1 standard of excellence that 
does not conform to his own. 

Since it is usually the critics who set the standards, it is also 

they who are likely to carp most about the failure to meet the standards. 

In consequence, even half-hearted praise such as this for ignoring the 

criteria is notable on the part of a critic. It ia another tributo to 

the growth of the reputation of Henry James, justified or not. Tho 

critics seemed to feel that he could get away wich such behavior because 

of his position. 

The same critic wo.s vexed ·with Jamea 1 being 

absorbed in vorking out his ovm theory with the little pin point 
of hie genius. He leaves his stumbling reader to follow as best 
he can •••• after the way we have enjoyed the confidences o! 
such as Scott and Bulwer-Lytton, and 'of recent writers even, thia 
refusal to recognize us on the part of Hr. James is morti:fying.61 

The attempt on the part of the critic to be superior to James 

shows when he uses the tenn 11pin point of his geniua.n This is certainly 

a phrase calculated to belittle the object. 

An English critic dismissed the ·whole business with a sneer: 

6o 
~ Critic, August, 1899, p. 754. 

6
1.nie Independent, March 14, 1901, p,. 619. 



The whole book is an exru:iple of hypochondriacal subtlety run 
mad • • .. absurd attempt to read into /J,hc charactery ~btle 
conditions of soul of which they are totally incapable. 

This critic did not conceive the idea that Ja.~es• characters 
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might have been more capable of conditions of the soul than he was able 

to understand. 

Sounding another note in criticism or Ja.-nes, Cornelia At·wood 

Pratt,, in an article published in April,, 1901, was struck ·with the sense 

of the author's being too involved with his story. The fact was not 

pleasing to her: 

• • • blows an immense, brilliantly varie£ated brain-bubble nnd 
represents it to himself a.a a world of truth which he has put 
together •••• it is .fairly easy to keop up a.t first but it 
becomes a nightmare before the end •• ,o) 

An even more aevere conder.mation of Jn.mos on moral grounds ca~c 

from another critic whose article appeared in July, 1901: 

Henry James is beyond all question in a bad way. He became 
mo1-bid and decadent (in 1fuat Haisie Knew and In the 9.ag~) ••• 
but even so • • • ono cotiid read him through :-. 7he really 
seems to be sinking into a chronic state of periphrastic po:t"V'er
sity •••• the endless talk, the innumerable little innuendocs

64 and hints and uncompleted sentences • • • analysis of analysis. 

This critic couJ.d not accept the conditions of JB.r.lca' world and 

consequently was not able to have sympathetic feelings about the people 

in it, nor to understand the situations they encountered, The moral 

question raised by James' stories but seemingly left unanswered in them 

6
2-rhe Athenaeum, March 2, 1901, p. 272. 

6.3 
Cornella Atwood Pratt,, ~ Critic, April, 1901, pp. 368-70. 

64rhe Bookman, July,, 1901, P• 442. 
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is to be discussed more f'ully in the chapter following. 

Frank Moore Colby wrote an article entitled "The Queerness of 

Henry James" in June, 1902. He felt, along with some other critics, 

that perhaps Janes was getting away with too many hints of immorality. 

His attitude, however, was loss erumbling than the one just cited, and 

he seemed in a more generous frame or ntl.ncl. 

And, indeed it has been a long timo since the public knew what 
Henry James was up to behind that verbal hedge of his • • • a 
style like that seemed just the place tor guilty secrets. He is 
the only wrl ter of ·t.ne day whoae nor al notions do not seen to mat
ter •••• His dissolute and complicated muse may say just what 
she chooses.65 

Mr. Colby goes on to say that James' apparent failure to take up 

the cause of rl.ghteousneas r.iight lie in tho obscurity of his 3tories. 

Though the right does not seem to prevail, one cannot be too sure because 

the full ramifications of any of the stories are hard to see. 

In 9IfY case, Jam.est literary stature had increased to the point 

of his being recognized in literary circles in tirnerica and in England as 

a major figure. Various characteristics were being taken for granted by 

the reviewers; they assu.'lled that their rend.era knew about his subtlety, 

for instance, whether the-/ had actually rend him or not. Such attri-

butes were common kmwlcdge ar,1ong the greater part of tho reading com

munity on both sides of the .Atlantic, ·were the target of aor.ie criticiBlll 

as well as praise, and were the butt of many jokes. This last is perhaps 

the greatest proof or his having become something of a household uord. 

6'Frank Hoore Colby, The Bookman, Jur..e, 1902, PP• 396-97. -

'j 
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Students or Jam.es nou often regard the perlod be~inning in 1902 

and ending in 1904 as tho time of his richest production, not in the num• 

ber or works he wrote, but in the fullness or each one. The novels 

much he wroto during the time are ~ \lings 2.f. ~ ~ (1902) 1 !h! 
J\:m.bassadora (1903) 1 and~ Goldon ~ (1904). Often critics hnve 

quite di:ff'erent views in retrospect than thoy had contemporaneously1 holi

ever. How did these novels appear to tho reviewers who had to deliver 

judgment on them at tho time they were published? 

An English revimr or~ Wines 2.f. ~~in September, 19021 

stated that the English in it was "extraordinarily lucid," but that the 

motive was "hardly intellisible.n66 There was the definite feeling thnt 

obscurity clouded much of the story in some respects but that something 

was accomplished by the effort1 

In the midst of the darkness which he createo there in hardly 
67 a page in which he does not throw a flashlight upon human nature. 

'l'his rather ambiguous effect on the reviewers is typical of James. 

The critic quoted above was not alone in experleooing trouble in extri

cating the meaning from the story, for similar reporto came from other 

quarters: 

• • • he has now successfully lost hinself in the ult:i.r.late a:gure 
or himself •••• subtlety that surpasses our comprehension.otl 

It can be seen that various criticD were searching for ways to express 

66 
~ Athenaeum, September 13, 1902, P• 346. 

67Ibid. -68
The Critic, November, 1902, pp. 109-10. 
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the trouble James caused his readers. 

Frank Moore Colby, in another cleverly titled essay, 11In Darkest 

Janes," which appeared in NoverrJ:>er, 1902, seemed to have less difficulty 

in deciding what James uas tljt"ine to do: 

With James analysis is the ond in itself •••• He w.riteo a 
staccato chronicle of things both groat and small, like a con-

69 stitutional history half made up of the measurca that never passed. 

James• obscurity eave some critics a great deal of irritation, 

and even prompted some or them to accuse him of contributing to delin-

quency of a sort. In Nover.1ber, 19021 ono of them wrote: 

• • • nothing so prone to depravity as unrelieved speculation. • 
•• because it has no issue, it tonds to become utterly diaDolute 
and irresponsibla.70 

Such accusations today might tend to increase the sales of a book 

rather than cause people not to read it. 

In an American periodical, Harriet Waters Preston came to tho 

rather singular conclusion that 11 Roderick Hudson was the highest 

achievement" of Hen:cy Jrtl1es. 7l She also felt that hia heroine,, l!tl.lly 

Theale,, was 

so much more strong than her creator thnt ha can only oxplain 
her to us in broken phrases ••• 72 

To her tho lotor novels did not offer as much as his earliest, it 

secI:lS. 

69«' k .• c 
.•ran 11oore olby, ~ Bookman, NovombE:lr, 1902, p. 259. 

70 
~ lndopondent, November 13, 19021 p. 2711. 

7
3ttarriet Haters Prest Th Atl t• 8 0n, __.!, an 1c, January, 1903, P• l. 
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William Dean Howells, a friend or James for many yea.rs, wrote an 

essay published in January, 190.3, which contained many illuminating 

remarks on James. It can be fairly safely assumed that Howells lmew 

more of what he wrote about than the average critic or the times. He 

wrote that James 

• • • does not analyze /Jhe character§ for youJ rather he synthe• 
tizes them, and carefully hands them over to you in a sort o:t 
integrity very uncommon in the characters of £1ction.73 

Hcnrells also stated that he could oee no particular reason why 

motives should always be assigned in fiction, for they weren't in real 

life, nor were reasons. Therefore, why ask "more from the imitator than 

•:e get from the Creator?"74 Howells was displaying a good deal of com

mon sense along with his familiarity with James' policies and techniques. 

Other critics, wanting James to conform more to fa.mlliar patterns, did 

not grant him the freedom which Howells waa willing to accord bin. They 

would have preferred having the charnctcrs analyzed and categorized more 

fully. 

Jnmes often wrote of artists, and one of his critics responded as 

if to a painting in another essay published in 1903. This critic was 

full of apprecintion for Ja.'1les t work and noted that he was concerned 

primarily with effect, to which end he would often subordinate his mate~ 

ial. He felt that James achieved 

• • • an intimacy in association which gives his work a freshness 

73wuuam Dean Howells, North American Review, January, 190.3, 
pp. 131-32. 

74rbid., p. 135. 



of color like that of a canvas painted in the ope~ air • • • not 
.freshness of color,, but nn effect of atmosphcre.75 

This sar:ie crltic gave his reasons for the lack of general popu-

larity which was James•: 

The chief preventive to auch a popularity LJ'rith the general 
publii/ is a delicate and exquisite style, which, because it 
tried to achieve an actuality tq which they were unaccustomed, 
the critics called artificial.76 

By virtually calling the disapproving critics dull, thio one was 

placing himself in the circle or those favored uith enlightenment who 

were capable of penetrating into the recesses of such a f'airy grotto. 

It is undoubtedly beneficial. to the ego to find oneself in the group or 
people who have a rare quality, even if one haa put one's self there. 

In a review printed in an English magazine in November, 1903, a 

critic discussed William Wetmore Story~!!!! Friends, a biography of 

an A."11erican painter who had expatriated himself to Europe. Tho appre-

ciation here is quite apparent: 

He touches in his wonderful subtle style, every nuance, 
exhibiting every refinsnent o! thought, in dealing with tho pre
cursors, that is, the pioneers who opened E>arope to tho Am.erican.77 

This biography was not in the mainline or fiction which Jrunes wao 

writing at the time, but the excerpt was included to ahow how James' 

peculiar style permeated even his strictly non-fiction works. 

In 1904, when James was 611 the critics evidently folt that his 

7SLiving ~, March 7, 190.31 PP• 577 .. 78. 

76x,bid., P• ,85. 
77The Athenaeum, November 7 1 190.3, p. 605. -
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creativity might be ending nt any t:ir.te. This nay account for tho rrumber 

of "summing up" type of essays which appeared during this period. One 

of them was written by Oliver Blton, an English critic, in January, 1904. 

He fou.."ld that there were in James many inflllencec or Tourgeniefr,, but 

that there 11a.s a certain "recoil from Balzac nnd Flaubort. 11 Elton also 

a aid: 

• • • the later stories are more enif1:1Utica.J.J nometi1uea murlder 
stories, which the critics either let off with general enpty 
praise, or handle with suspicion like some strnnge fruit that 
might appear on a fa.'lliliar tree. It is really the same fruit 
enriched by new graftings.78 

Elton's tone sho1red an easy familiarity 1rlth his subject which 

indicated a wholesome respect tor Ja..~es without bending too far in the 

direction of idolatry. His sensible attitude in combination with a sen-

sitive appreciation is the sort of thing valuable in any study of the 

author. 

Claude Bragdon, in another 1904 essay entitled "The Figure in Hr. 

James' Carpet," could not resist saying that though 11Jmnes was too great 

to be ignored, he was too ignored to be great." It is probably as cloae 

to being accurate as such aphorisms can be. In spite of striking such a 

note of dilletantism in some 0£ his staterr~nts, Bragdon accomplished 

some worthwhile statements of insight into Jar.ies. For instance, he 

stated that 

what James has lost in popularity he has gained in power. Far from 
prostituting bis great talent, he has put it to increasingly finer 
uses, and his style, though seemingly difficult and obscure, is 

7
8ouver Elton, Livi~ ~' January 2, 1904, p. 1. 

. 
·'.{ 



nevertheless a.n adeguate vehicle for the impression which he 
d.Gsires to convey.7Y 
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In the same year a revie\rer decided that The .Ambassadors was a 

retelling of Don Juan and proceeded to relate each character to a coun-- -
texpart in the older tru.c. 3trethor, for instance, was the ehost, 

because he had never lived; Chad was Don Juan; and Hada.me de Vio1met, 

perhaps because she did not .fit too easily into the shoos or any ono 

particular female in E.2!! Juan, was one of many of the type catalogued by 

Leoprello. This critic must surely have been in a mood of some levity 

when ho had to get the piece off to tho pre~rn, or else wa::i pressed so 

for time that he forced out anything that would coma to mind. '£he 

f eeblenens of such a thcorJ is self-evident. 

The third novel of this period, The Golden Bowl, ws reviewed - -
thus in January, 1905: 

If it be true, as Schopenhauer affilns1 that a novel uill be 
of a high and noble oroer the more it represents of inner, and the 
less it represents of outer, life, this latest novel of Henry James 
must be given a high place. • ~ • The chronicle is accomplished 
~Tith an art beyond all praise.oO 

Though ~ Ambassadors may have been beyond the grasp of some of 

the contemporary critics,~ Golden~ was not entirely wasted. ~ 

Win6s 2! ~~met with SQme opposition to its form, but there were 

those who understood, or thought they understood, its message. The 

critics who lived and wrote at the time these novels were being publlahed 

19 Claude Bragdon, .'!!!! Critic 1 February, 1904, p. 147. 
80The Critic, January, 1905, p. 22. -
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did not seem to have the tir.ie necess<J.l"y to nbsorb all the refined quali

ties which later students o! the novels have f cund in then. An nrtist 

often dies unappreciated oomplotcly, and ha r:iay not be "discovared11 

until generations later. Henry James did not die totlllly unappreciated, 

to be S'J..ro, but it has taken a good deal of time and effort for the 

critics to discover what they think to bo his full r.ieaningo. 

During the time of Henry James' -w-ri ting nnd ,?Ubliohing his works, 

there are few discernible trends in the cor:\.'r..ents of the critics. Host 

o.f thtt:i seem to have been frank to adr.tl.t to varyinr, degrees of 1:zy-atifi

cation by his writing, though so1r'..E.l of thel'l showed more resentment than 

others. Few of the reviewers really tried to classify him as a minor 

talent, even from the firot. 

The major qualities which critics founi i."l Jomes a.re to bo dis

cussed in Chapter Ill. These seem to amount to the nearest thing to a 

developm.enta:L trend observed in his writing by his critics. .Definite 

instances of awareness of his appearance on the scene as a major pa'der 

are lacking. It r.ru.st be assumed that this did not happen at once but 

crune about by inperoeptible degrees. It has rcmained for critics who 

cw.a after hin to divide his workD into periods relatine to various 

phases of his interest. 

A certain tenor in the rcvlews concerning Henry J runes is strik

ingly Cif.f'cre.nt from that of the critical studies which were published. 

ai'ter his death. To compare the general feeling apparent in the reac

tion of the critics contemporary with James with the feeling about him 

since his death is to witness a remar?..able occurrence. The attitude ot 
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the critics from 1943 to 1962 is a thing "Which seems to have emerged 

almost full-blow, with no normal transition period. Chapter II is con

cerned with this more recent general attitude. 



CHAPl'ER II 

A SURVEY OF THE PJlOORESS OF JA11ES' R.EPUTATIOU l9li3-1962 

Since the death of HenT'IJ Jnr.ies in 1916, thore has groun around 

hia name a quantity of material representing thoughts on s1nglo worko, 

periods of hie developnent, and on the SUll1. total of all his -writing. 

The passage of ti~e has allowed appraisals and re-appraisals, atatericnta 

a.nd rebuttals to pile up thick as swarming beos and often quite as full 

of sting. 

\fuat are the reasons £or this welter of critical :Jtudics,, nnd 

when did they seem to begin? The second part of the question is ensier 

to answer. With the centennial year of Ja":les' birth, 19L3, a renewed 

interest seemed to be taken in Henry Jo.mea and his works. As his 

writings' effect on renders seems to be a. highly diverse one, contro

versies were begun at the drop of an opinion. No sooner did critic A 

set down hia considered and wise opinion than critic B would find that 

oritic A was so \JI'Ong in many respects that it would be necessary to 

publish a piece setting the critical and re<::ding world to rights. Since 

1943, then, James has been subjected to a lorge share of critical scru

tiny. Juat what the critics seen to have decided a.bout him, if there 

are any reaJJ.y final decisions9 is the province of this chapter. 

George Stevens, writing in l~rch, 1945, took note of the :relation-

ship o! Ja..."'les and his readers: 

The relation of James to his audience is unusual; it tends to 
become highly personal, at least on the reader's side. Although 
the relationship is individual for every reader, the admirers or 



James somehow become quasi-guardians of his reputation,, creating 
some of the conditions of a cult, which naturally discourages the 
eeneral publio.l 

Other critics have comnented on the situation or Jrunea and his 

public, this one of the earlier observations recogni~ing any sort of 

"cult" which may have come into being. Whatever the reasons for au.ch a 

group of guardians of his reputation, whether sane genuinely wro 

inspired to fierce devotion, or whethor, perhaps, some were aufficiontly 

acquainted with his writing to realize the cloudiness of it and by 

defending elevate themselves to the circle of those who could understand. 

him, there is a distinct tone or defensiveness in much of the writing of 

critics on James. 

The motives for defense are ha.rd to discover and would probably 

not be admitted by the various writers, uere it poasible to interviou 

each one. Such qualities can be noted and discussed on other topics, 

however. 

The Spring issue of Hound arrl Horn in 19.34 had been devoted ----
entirely to articles on Ja'nSs. Some of the nrtioles had evidently been 

adverse in tone, and in an editorial. for April 14 of the same year Henry 

Seidel Canby, editor of the Saturday P..evimr .2.f. Literature, disouassd the 

English magazine and some of the statements made in iti 

The epitaph writers see Henry Jaxr.eo as a symbol or the typical 
.frustrated American of his time, who repeatedly stntod rut never 
had the courage to solve, the .Anori.can•e problem of finding a 
tradition.2 

l 
Saturda.z Review 2f Literature, March 31 1945, 1945,, p. 7. 

2 
~·> April 14, 1934, P• 628. 



It oan be noted here that there is a £a.int tinge o.r British 

superiority in mentioning lihat they .felt to be a lack of tradition in 

America and assumine that Americnns would emulate the Dritioh and try 

to haw one. It seems almost absurd that it should bo expected that 

someone should, or could, find a tradition. How does one "find" a 

tradition, particularly if there really ien1t one? Is a tradition not 

something which is built up over many years? If James were writing 

about the lack of one, he surely could not have had the idoa. that he 

should seek one, though it may possibly hnve occurred to him that he was 

rounding one. 

Continuing the editorial, Canby wrote on the "pnrndo.xical posi

tion" he felt that Ja.mes held: 

••• it is that 0£ an author whom "no one reads," but still hna 
violent partisans and violent opponents, and who ropreaonta dii'
f erent symbols to both camps; truly a Woodrow Wilson ar:i.ong novel .. 
ists.3 

The varying opinions ta which Canby was ref erring were undoubtcdJ3 

very largely oral1 the sort of talk literate peoplo rnako "1hen conere• 

gated. The unfavorable brand or comments have found mnall outlot for 

ptlblication since James t death. The favorable type appear in far 

greater profusion. The bu.lk of matorial concerning him has been ·written 

by definite "partisans." 

Mot a great deal of attention uas siven James in the press .from a 

.fetr years after his death until the year of the centonnial of his birth, 



1943. Some articles Would appear occasionally, but for the nost part 

his name rtas missing from the critical literary scone. When thore was 

general realization that tho centennial of his birth had arrived, inter

est in his works was renewed. An edition of somo or his uorJ(S 0£ !ic-

tion l1as issued and re-appraisals seemed in order. or course, this was 

during World War II, and the paper as ll'Oll as the rnanpower shortage hold 

down the amount of material that could be printed about him at that tir.le. 

In 1948 Henry Seidel Canby agaln wrote about Jones. In Jruru.ary 

an article by him stated that he !elt there was a definite Jrur..es "rovi-

val," 'Which had stemmed .:f'rom the notice taken of Jumos durinc the cen

tennial year. Canby felt, he said, that James was not any lo?lBer 11too 

difficult for us,04 and that he was much easier to understo.nd thnn mod

ern poetry, for :inatance. This theor1 continues in the vein of thought 

that Jai.11es was ahead of his time. Caw; wnt on to aay that he tho'l!Bht 

the old ideas of James' difficulty for his own tine lay in hia use of 

psychology in his novels, and that twentieth century people had bcon 

educated to psychology. 

James, Canby thought, "felt the most interesting thing about a 

man or woman was a reaction to a moral problem. The whole man morally 

is involved. 11 ' Early critics, contemporary with James, who had reviewed 

his novels as they were publiah00.1 often remarked on the lack of moral

ity in his stories, and on endings in which all the characters were not 

4satu.z::ial Review 2!_ Literature, January 241 1948, p. 9. 

5Ibid. -



properly repaid £or t·lhatever behavio1· thoy had committed during the 

story. That tir.'.e helped in understanding this sort or finish aeems to 

be borne out here. Canby could see :nore clearly what James was trying 

to accomplish !rom his vantage point of aoroe years. That lookout on 
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times past has given many authors a revival which might havo surprised 

their contemporaries. 

Leon F..del., one of the rnost thoroughly grounded of Jo.mes ocholars, 

brought out an edition of James' plays in 1949. This llas reviewed in 

November of that year by Edwin Clark, who drmr this conclusiom 

••• the technical virtuosity of his later work is der-lved from 
his experience in the theatre • • • his plays improved over his 
earlier efforts. He was still short of the knack to compress and 
extract the essence or his ideas.6 

This idea might also surprise James• contemporaries, for they 

were only too a.ware of James' penchant for tn"Titing foi• the ::Jtngc and his 

failure to produce any popular plays. The general public derided his 

work and the critics were hardly more ldnd, only more subtle in their 

thrusts. This reaction oi the critics was discussed in the .f'irot chap.. 

ter. 

Another literary schola1"1 F, w. Dupee, who edited James' auto

biography, revieued the plays, nlso, He felt that same of the diffi

culty with James ~ras caused by his having lived in a time of transition 

from one literary age to another. He thought that the plays had fltech

nical. reoourcesn but lacked "maturity of substance. 07 Fur-liher reviews 

6
Edwin Cla:rl~, Saturday Review££. Literatui'e, November 12, 1949, 

P• 16. 
7
F. W. Thlpee, Th~ Nation, July 8_, 1950, pp. 4l-L2. 
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of the plays have not turned up, and it Ill3.Y be aasuned that they did not 

achieve a great popularity on their second appearance be.fore tho public. 

Perhaps they must await further advancements in tho drama.tic field 

before they can be appreciated. 

Durine the l950's the reeling about Henry James has been more 

intensified.· Those in both camps have tightened their ranks and honed 

their weapons. Those who would find .fault with the master will discover 

how quickly retaliation will follow any untoward re.111arlw. The general 

substance of defenses of James aecrr~ to bo an admission that the man was 

human, after aJJ.1 and capable or mistakes, but they are either regarded 

as so mi.nor as not to be troublesome or else so earuantuan that they are 

really only an addition to his charm. Usually, thouah1 it is asserted 

that what someone has pointed out as a flaw is not that at all; it is 

the fault of th.at someone £or being so dull as not to understand uhat 

James meant. The supposed mistakes are categorically demonstrated to be 

actually subtleties within the grasp of only the more refined minds. 

Whether it iB because of more people writing pro...Jacobite8articlea 

or £ewer publishers• accepting anti-Jacobite ones,, it is difficult to 

find unfavorable things printed about Janes in the past two decades. 

1'1hy, then, the defensive tone of the articles about Jmoos? It 1a one of 

the air.ls of this paper to discover the cause, if possible. 

In ~ Virginia Quarterly Reviev for July,, 1951,, Charles Fire

baugh wrote an article entitled 11The Pragmatism of Henry Jar.ies,," linking 

8 
Jacobite: a. person itlth strong sympathies towards Jamea, origi-

nally, King Jam.es. 

\ ': '. •. \. 
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the philosophy of his brother William ,Ta.":leS to the author. :Firebaugh 

stated that he believed that J runes was capable of portraying human pas-

sion and that he understood it. This wns obviously in ansuer to the 

sort of criticism which insinuated that James' characters were generally 

of the bloodless type. The old question of wother the form or the con-

tent was more important in James was answered by this writer, too. He 

asserted that "content could not be ienored uithout hypocrisy in stuey .. 
9 ing James." other critics have felt that they had answered this ques-

tion also, but have given dif£eront answers. In the first statement, it 

is not clear to whom Firebaugh is replying that he felt James could por

tray passion, but it may not have been to any recent writer. It could 

easily have been some critic who turned out a revierr eighty or ninety 

years ago. 

Canby, who can be considered a true Jamea partisan, or Jacobite, 

.frOl!l his comments previousl;r quoted, assessed in 1951 the reasons for 

the failure of The Bostonians (published in 1886). He believed it lay -----
in a combination of things. 

James' ruthless analysis of the pride of Olive and the inno
cent vanity of Verena vas not in the mood of the day • • • his 
exchange of a tough rea.ctional"'/ for a romantic SC1Utherner /J'.he 
t:;pe then popular in fiction7 • • • the mixture of underlying 
sexual motives with social rdeas was something Americans were not 
yet ready t~0accept • • • at least a quarter century ahead of his 
time •••• 

9 
Charles Firebaugh, 11The Pragmatimn of Henry James," The Vir-

ginia Quarterly Review, July, 1951, p. 431. - -
10

paturday Review 2£ Literature• November 10, 19.51.t PP• 34-35. 
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As Canby saw it, the trouble resulted from the times not having 

·caught up with James, an idea the editor had expressed before. The con-

cept itself is not new. The same nort of thing has been s nid about maey 

writers, Sha.kespee.re,, for instance, vho seem to have spoken more signi

ficantly to future times than to their own. Hany of tho other writers, 

however, did not .rare as well financially aa did J arnos uhilo awai t:1,nfl · 

the vindication of time. 

Again in the Saturday Review EJ_ Literature, a review or Henry 

James: ~ Untried Years, by Leon Edol, stated in 1953& 

The currant scholarly and popular interest in Jomes ia rnr more 
than a passing literary fashion for, as r.iaey younger critics havo 
pointed out, it was James who first in our tiw.e organized the 
esthetic sensibility as a defense acainst the moral dileil1IilaS of 
modern man. The vigorous worldliness • • • of so mo.ny major Ar.leri
can t:ritera-the tempestuous Melville,, the brnwy Whitman, the 
daemonic Wolfe--is an inevitable by-product of American conditions, 
but the reaction to this mood is also A.'OOrican, even though it has 
been manifest only now and then in our literary history.11 

While explaining what earlier critics DAY have felt ua.s un-ilmerican 

in James' attitude-his reaction to the sort of America he lo.ft behind, 

this statement takes in the matter of Ja'Tlos 1 literary nationality., This 

critic .felt that his tone was not alien to the country of hie birth, 

even though it maybe a leas frequently encountered attitude. The fact 

that he refiected the feeling of reaction rr,;;.y relnte to the statement by 

F. w. Dupee quoted above that James was living in an age of literari 

transition. The fact that other writers living at the some time ·were 

not similarly affected proves little. Their personalitieo 1-Tere not like 

11Leon Edel, Saturday Revimr ~Literature, May 9,, 1953~ P• 13. 

'j' ' 
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Jam.est, and they should not have been expected to be moved as he was by 

many circumstances. 

F. o. Matthiessen,, an important li ternry scholar who hna done 

several studies of James, wrote in conr10ction with the fact of Jrunoo 1 

highly individual reaction to his timeas 

For at this very srune time, in the oarl:r eightaon-.fiftics, an 
incipient America.ivoet had also been drinking in the sights o! 
this same street LlJroadwav7. But \'lhitnan was to mako his poetry 
out of passionate identifrcation with evarythinc he saw, not out 
of detachment. James, on the other hand, Cle';lO to believo thnt 
"the only fonn of riot or ravel" his temperm:ient would ever lmow 
would be that "of the visiting mind," and that he could attain 
the longed for "otherness" of the world outside himsel.r only by 
imaginative projection ·which, by framing his viaion, could give 
it pem.anence.12 

Thia contrast of the qualities of \Shitman and James serves to 

explain their disparate Visions of life and its mea:ning. It also helps 

to put James in relation to other writers of his day uho may have been 

more like Whitman than James. A writer who desires 11 paasionato identi-

tication11 is never going to sound the same way aa one who is ttdetnched11 

in his observation of the lruman drama. 

Some 0£ the scholarship concerning Jaines has been spent in trying 

to decide the matter of whose pattern ho i'ollmrod ·when he firat began 

writing. T. s. Eliot had declared that as James was a continuation of 

what Eliot. felt was the typical genius of Uew E.~land, he had beon 

affected by Hawthorne, but probably no more by him than by others of the 

same genre. He stated that "James wan, at a certain period, more moved 

12F. o. Hatthiessen,. ~ Ja."'!lcS: 'I'he Hajor Phase. (New York: 
Ox.fol;'d University Press, 1944), p. 31;- -

··,, 
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by Balzac. • • 11l3 than by Hawthorne or any or the Neu Eneland group. A.s 

this essay rails well before the spmi of ti.me covered by this particular 

chapter, only this brief excerpt from it ·will be included. 

Had a decision been reached by the 1940' s in rcf erence to tho 

question 0£ who was James' literary anoestor? It had not; at leaat, 

there uas not an agreement on the correct answer. In Clirton Fadinan's 

introduction to the iiodorn Library edition of!!!£!~ Stories 2.£. Ho~ 

Jumes, he made so bold as to put in wrltin£, "Jrunen bccnn aa a mediocre 

imitator o! Hawthorne,n14 which statement was not really in charncter 

with the rest of his essay, !'or it uas acL":'liring. 

The statei:ient drew rapid fire from F. o. Matthies son, even though 

it ware surrounded by more favorable comne!'lts. He felt that calling 

James an imitator of Hawthorne, medioc!'e or othor-ni.130, wan a grave arror. 

In December, 1945, he set the reading public otraight in ca!lo they had 

been misinformed by Hr. Fadiman's introduction. Ho said thut Jruws 

began as an emulator of Balzac.15 Did this settle the question ao that 

all future students mieht tum their attention to equally weighty mat

ters? It would be absurd to think that it did. 

Only three year-a later, ao though he had novcr hnd the privilege 

ot being enlightened by Hatthiessen, Henry Seidel Canby wrote, "Hawthorne 

13 
T. s. Eliot, The Shock of Recognition (Uetr York: Farrar, Straus, 

and Cudahy, 1955), P• "B'50. - . 
14 . . 

Clifton Fadiman, The Short Stones of ~ Jamea (Ne11 Yorks 
Modem Library, 1945), p. X.- - - -

15
F. o. Hatthiessen, E!i.! Republic, Dcce.'1bcr 3, 1945, p. 766. 

1; . 
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was James• father in art." Such disputes could probably continue into 

eternity, or at least until all the interested parties could hnvc the 

opportunity or consulting the provocateur of the controversy, which 

might amount to the same length of time. 

Probably any writer of English will exhibit some chnracteristics 

or previous taiters, particularly those whom they have read 'With plea

sure. Since James had a great interest in French literature as well a.a 

in English, it is natural that some of the qualities of thnt would be 

absorbed into his consciousness,, too. The more thoughtful of the critics 

seem to agree that one of his main purposes in writine was to sot down 

as great a quantity of the workings and surroundings of the oonsciouenesa 

as possible. As a well-read person, James was almost bound to hnve 

included his interpretation of the various foma of literature which had 

impressed hin favorably. 

The realization that James was interested in recording as r.ruch na 

possible of conscious occurrence has come to more than one critic of the 

past two decades. Osborn Andreas, a scholar-businessman from the westE1I11 

part of this country, wrote a study entitled Henry~~~ J&q?and

~ Horizon and had it published by his alma mater, The University of 

Washington, in 1948. His theory, or part of it1 waa that 

The fiction of Henry James is an attetipt to define the most 
conscious man. James believed that, since tho contents of tho 
consciousnese are the behavior of man, certain kinds of beha
vior enhance the vividness of life, 'While others depreos the 

16Helll7 Seidel Canby, ~ ~aturdaz Review~ Literature, January 
241 1948, P• 10. 



action and i~pair the limpidity of n:i.nd.17 

This study, a remarkable nonunent to a cha.nee in the attitude, 

has many interesting contributions to make 1 some of them valid and well 

based. Andreas displays a good deal of perception and otudy in his ana

lysis, and a devotion to Henry James as uell. Thoueh eome or his conclu

sions might bear closer investigation, the fact that ho bothered to make 

the study and write it up is cause for rejoicing. 

Mr. Andreas felt that aside from a few incidental themes James' 

stories 

• • • have some bearing on, and exist in some relation to, the 
central subject of his work: accession or depletion or con
sciousness.18 

This matter of accession and depletion or consciousnesa Andreas 

felt, constituted the progress of the story; the ttvillaina" were those 

who depleted the consciou5neas of the others by what Andreas termed 
I 

"emotional cannibalism. 11 'l'hia intriguing phrase is discussed as follows: 

What James principnlly saw in life was the ham which people 
inf'lict--not only on others but on thenselvea--by deeds of emo
tional cannibalism. • • • Not only does intervention in tha 
lives of others £nil to allay the appetite of the intervener, 
it also-and this is its chief deadliness-poisons the sources 
of feeli.ng.19 

Naturally if the sources of .feeling are poisoned, coneciousncas 

can no longer operate; awa.""encss is cut off, and the creative function 

17 
Oabom Andreas, ~James and the E..xpanding Horizon (Seattlei 

University of Washington Press,"1:9L1r)-;-p.-"2: 
18 

Ibid. 1 P• 19. -19 
Ibid., p. 3. -
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fed by it is stultified. In story after story or Jomes', Hr. Andreas 

analyzes the happenings and finds the sane answer. 

This thesis seems to provide legitimate resolution until Andreas 

begins discussing the love elements in James, and comes to the conclu

sion stated in the title of Chapter Three: n1ovc: the Deterrent to the 

Full Life. o He br-lefly sketches some tvcnty stories to prove his point 

that James did regard love as a deterrent. Thia assumption aeoma to bo 

somewhat faulty, for in most of the stories he mentions, love canes into 

the picture merely as a natural consequence of human relation~. Tho 

!rustration or a happy or even a oati:Jfa.ctory encling is, oi'lien, provided 

by the human element itself, the inability of ono to understand another 

or the la.ck 0£ awareness of another's situation. 

An example of uhat seems to be Andreao' mistaken idea that James 

felt love to be a deterrent, which is the conclusion he draws from a 

story such as "The Bench of Desolation, n is that Herbert Dodd has mis

judged Kate Cooltha."ll' s feeling for h:i.r.l. During their enga~ement he had 

thought her possessed of a "frightening psychological avidity for him." 

He had, consequently, broken off thoir ongagement and married someone 

else. Kate had extracted his fortune fro!:'l him for breach of promise, 

and his wife and fa~rl.ly had suffered deprivations because of' eo little 

money. Ten years later, his tdfe and children dead, he cornea into con

tact with Kate again. It turns out that she had taken the money and 

inVested it so uisely that she is many tlr:ias wenlthier than before. 

After she deposits the money in his name, he gradually becomes aware 

that his diagnosis had been wrong, for she had merely felt fiercely 
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pl"()tective a.bout him. The clue to the story' a not having run smoothly 

here is not that love had stepped :Ll"l and caused their lives to bo less 

1UllJ it is that Herbert mis not completely conscious of Katc•a true 

feelings. A lack of i'Ull consciousness had been the aeat of the trouble. 

Obviously if he had been deeply in love ~Tith her, he would have pursued 

another course than to spurn her. His love did not deter the :£\111 life; 

it was more that his love was not cor:iplete and his consciouaness was 

faulty. 

In the matter of Jar:iee' mch .. discussed "sontJe or the pant, 11 

Andreas com.es to uhat seems a. more balanced conclusion. Ho so.ye that 

James used 

the presence of the past to enrich the present moment • • • not 
a translation into the past, to evade the present. • • ,20 

Thio conclusion V·::mld seem to concur with the remarks of Owen 

Wiater about the layers of impression that h!:! felt James tried to com

municate all at once.
21 

Ey using the roots of the past, J:.mies could 

make the present more meaningful. 

It is s.:)mehow surprlsing to find thc.t Owen 1·1ister vaa an admirer 

of James. Another surprising James enthusiast was Jamee Thurber, who 

'11.TOte an article entitled "The Wings of Henry Jarr.es, 11 for the Uovember 7, 

1959, ~ Yorker. It was he who quoted llister on the subject of layera 

of i."!lpreasions. Wister•g t!"lought was that, in tho mannor of a painter, 

2°.tbid., P• 12, 

21James Tlmrber, quoting Owen Wister, .!'!:::. ~ Yorker,, November 71 
1959, P• 168. 



Jam.ea sought to achieve 

a number of superilnpoaed, sinllltaneoua impressions. Ho would like 
to put several sentences on top of each other so that you could 
read them all at once, and get all at once the various aha.dings 
and complexities, instead of getting then separately as the 
mechanical nature of his medium comr-ela. 22 
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Another observation along this line was made by Matthiessen. He 

noted that James liked English houses £or their "accumulations of expros

sion1" and fUrther felt that James dwelt ver.1 little in tho pnst. "His 

impressions and his reading were preponderantly, almost oppressively, 

contempora:ry. 112.3 

In Matthieasen's comments may be sensed the dofensivc attitude or 

many of the Jacobites, which has swollen with the passing of time until 

it has become difficult to find any considerable a."!lount of r:i.ntcrial 

which makes responsible but unfavorable charges concerning James. There 

is, or course, alvta.ys the harshly critical writing which is orten rather 

irresponaibl~. 

Stephen Spender, a British poet and critic, published a book of 

criticism, ~ Destructive Element,, in which he V.vea a certain amount 

of attention to Henry James. In the light of the Socialist-Marxiat ten

dencies of Spender, it is not surprising that ha should dwell on the 

class-consciousness of James. vlhile Spender did not deny that ho felt 

Ja"'tl.es was a snob, he thought that Ja.-nes' "vulgarity" did not stern i'rom 

his snobbism. He thought that James thoroughly understood the class 

2
3Natthiessen, .2E.• ~· 1 p. 40. 



about which he wrote, and all that he did t.rlte about it was "crushing 
24 indictment. 11 

Another theme upon which Spendor struck oeveral variations was 

that or James' attitude "to the body a..'"'ld the sexual act. n
25 While seem

ing to tey to discount the stol'Y' that James had suffered castration, 

either physical or psychological, in an accident noar the outbreak of 

the War Between the States, Spender manages to insinuate it into his 

readers• thoughts many tines. He repeatedly exhibits the superior fool .. 

ing he seems to have when he thinks of James' nttitudo toward aex., which, 

he says, changed as he matured from 

tastelessness of what is artificial when a comparison is forced 
with what is natural, to ••• when sex eeom.s to have taken 
refuge in fantasy • • • to really anazine rorma.26 

Spender seems to discount entirely, by never refeITing to it, the 

possibility that James may not have felt the need to diacuas the body 

am the sex act in blatant tenns. It was certainly not the vogue to do 

so in his day, and to go very stronely against the mores trl.r;ht have coat 

him a large audience, even larger than the one he forsook by writing in 

the style which he chose. 

In discussing various characters in James' stories, Spender was 

careless enough to refer to Merton Denshar or Th2, ~£!.~~as 

24 stephen Spender, The Destructive Element (Philadelphia: Albert 
Sai.f'er, 1953), p. 29. ---

25 !!?!2·' p. Jl. 
26Ibid., PP• 34-35. -
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27 "Martinll Densher. Had this happened only once, it might have been 

attributable to a printer•s error; it happenn in every instance in which 

Spender refers to Densher. Perhaps Hr. Spender did not find the name 

Merton a euphonious one, for he seems to use every excuse to call Her-

ton ts name and always miscalls it. Thi$ would seem to be oomowhnt more 

permissible in the case of an adaptation of the story (such na that of 

its being made into an opera recently. Harton Dcnahcr translated into 

Miles Dunster) but such a mistake in identity causes doubts to a.rise 

concerning the thoroughness of Spender 1s studies and evaluations. 

At one point Spender discussed Lambert Strother, in ~ AmbasGa-

9-ors, the middle...aged New England gentleman who had gone to Paris to 

retch home his friend's son, Chad Newone. He felt that the revolntion 

of the story was that Strother, rather tl:an Chad, had done the living, 

and that he (Strether) realizes "that tho life or Wollett and of adver

tising is not life a.t all, but death. 1128 Previously, however, Spender 

had written that Strether had merely supposed that what tho Plll'iaians 

and other Europeans in general were doing was living1 but that he was 

mistaken, for he was drawing hio idea.a of life fro!!!. the boulevards and 

29 squares and had not gone to the proper sources, the people ther.iaelves. 

Matthiessen, on the other hnnd, felt that Strethor \la!l tho kind of 

man who received "an amount of experience out of any proportion to his 

27Ibid., pp. 66 ff. 
28

Ibid. I p. 78. 

29 ~., P• 80, 
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adventures,n30 showing that he thought Strether's consciounneao ;ma per

haps in keen working order,. so that ha did not need aotual adventures. 

He t1as able to build upon aotunJ.ity within his brain. 

In another instance, as Spender d.iacuasod ~ Winfls 2.£_ ~Dove, 

he says that Kate Croy and "Martin" Densher are lilce w.lturea tmo swoop 

down on the heroine, Hilly ThenJ.e. Houever, he does not think thnt 

James ·was dam.iling Kate and "Hartin," but society, of uhioh thoy were 

exceptionally conscious members. Other less oonsciouo ?:lembera or their 

society o!ten behave as they have done, nnd do not oeo that they are 
)l 

morally dead. The realization or their r.10r11l disintegration bocomea 

apparent to Danaher before it does to Kate. Ir this v:tow of Spender's 

is val.id, could it not follow that Ja.'il.es may have thought himself the 

inatI'U!llent of sone enlightenment, and that by his writing he could show 

the way to this decadent Europcnn society? 

It is apparent from reading more recent criticisma of James that 

time has allowed for discovery of more conple:dtioa than were noticed by 

his contemporary critics, while attempts have beon made to unravel the 

mysteries which had been taken into account earlier. Matthicssen spend.a 

so.me trouble on the imagery in Henry Ja."nes. 

"The whole bent of hie later descriptions, '1 Hat thiea sen wrote,. 

ttwaa to make them more visually complete. n32 And again, 

.3%atthieasen, 2.P.• ill.•, p. J8 • 

.31spender, .2£• ~·, p. 72. 

32t1atthiessen, 2.E• ~·, p. 61. 



By" the time of his full dcvalo:rnent James had diacovered the 
secret of even more elaborate devices, particularly that he could 
bind together his ~ginative effects by subtly recurrent, i.magcn 
o! a thematic ldnd.J3 
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There is little or no discussion of imagery in the reviewa and 

other criticism which appeared during James• lifetime. This seems to be 

a product more o! scholarly study th<U'l of the reviewer's era.rt. Tho uae 

of symbols, however1 may well be the sort of thing which lies very much 

in the eye of the beholder. What has meaning !or one atudent will not 

for another, and the same symbol raay have different con.~otations for 

various readers. This rnay be so elen£inta:cy that there iD no noed ror it 

to be said. 

There i.S a point which strikes a note that ia slightly sour. It 

is the change which a. symbol may undergo, in one otory, in tho eyes or 

one observer. .Yiatthiessen, in discussing ~ Golden ~1 declares 

first of all that the golden bowl bought by Maggie Verver and from which 

the story takes its I'l2.i':'le 1 represents the Prince, I·1aggie ta husband., ·whom 

her father hns actually bought for her. When the bol1l is later dis

covered to have a flaw, then Matthioscen feels that this repreaents the 

nav in the relationship between Haegie and her Prince.34 Why should 

this not mean that there is a naw in the Pr-ince himself? There cer--

tainly ia1 and to change the representation of the bowl seems to destroy 

1 ts meaning completely in both cases. 

3Jxbid., p. BJ. -
34rb1d. -

1' 
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To show that symbols can hnvc meanL"'lr;s ns various na are readers, 

the follcr..r:tng quotation from Spender will sel'V'e as an illustration. 

"The golden bowl with its flaw represents, or course, the nnw in the 

order or their livcs.n3S' Spender would be more likely to aea tho oitua-

tion .from the sociological point of view. 

Some critics ha~1e uorl(cd the:nselvcs into a lather in attempta to 

read menrdng and shades of moaning into Janes• stories. Typical or this 

is the book The Comic Sense of Henry Jvnes, by Richard Poirier. It is, 
....._ .........,_ ..,..___,., - -

to say the least, not customarJ to think or James in tho cor.tl.c tradition. 

Just what is meant by "co:nic" in Hr. Poirier' s study nay be something 

other than that sort of material that causes people to ~rtl.le and lnugh, 

however. Here is n sample stater.ient of part of his ·t.hoory: 

The question is felt en every paee-uho io eAploiting tho lifia 
of another human being? Or, to phraso it more rclev~--itl:r within 
t.."1e problem !Jr Ja.!les' cor.rl.c scnsy, 11A~ I guilty," James seems 
always to bo asking, ttof violating the drarr.atic .freedom of this 
character in order to place him in so~e syntcm of rncaning? 1136 

Into what "system of meaning" does Mr. Poirier fit hls theory? 

We must read on for sone pages before a.ny help ie offered to dullard.a 

who cannot absorb the sense of it all at once. Before a lifeline is 

tossed, many nay e:>i..-perlence a certain amoun.,t of floundering about. Some 

thirty .. six pages later, Hr. Poirier eventually explains, for those who 

have persevered that far1 

35
spendei·, .£E.• ill•, P• 88 • 

• • ., 
36

10.chard Poirier, ~Como~ 2£ Hcn12 JaT\'les (Londoni Chatto 
and \n.ndus, 1960), l'• 9. 
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Comedy exposes and evaluateJJ the difference between "freo11 and 
"fixed" characters, while melodrama results from the self-assertiona 
of would•be "free" cha.racters.37 

Some fourteen pages later he adda to the explanation, showing 

that he believes the theory must be taken a bit at n timo1 

Comedy is thereby a moans or tci!l.porarily auspcnding our desire 
to make moral generalizations.38 

This takes a bit of readjusting of thought, but if one can accept 

the premise, it does seem to explain the apparent 1£J.ck in James of dis

pensing proper justice to his various characters. It seems ridiculous, 

however, at first, to think of this quality of Ja-nes in the vein of 

comedy. 

One further quotation from this book may serve to exploit Hr. 

Poirier's thinking: 

Thus it ia that his comic sense lnys bare the urgency of hia 
deeply personal commitment to the practice of his art. It ia his 
best rreapon in defence of a kind of freedom which, 1£ defenceless 
in life, might, he fondly hoped, find an existence this side of 
death in the fictive world of his novels.39 

If' Henry James were using his conic sense in such a way, he m.an .. 

aged to keep it .from all searchers until llr. Poirier came upon it. That 

he ms deeply comnitted to his art is not questioned. That hie "come 

sense" or any other device dreamed up by a critic actually laid any of 

his ideas bare is extremely difficult to swallow,. To bo asked to believe 

.37Ibid., p. 45. -.)8 
~·- p. 59. 

39Ibid., p. 60. 
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that there was really any urgency about hia commitment is almost ns hard 

to accept. James was not of a nature nor were his writings so deaiened 

as to lead to such a conclusion. 

That people can spend too long delving into any particular sub· 

ject is demonstrated by the foregoing excerpts and by some to follow, 

from a book of essays by Robert w. Stallr.w.n, !!:!! Houses ~ Jnmea Duilt. 

Mr. Stallman took his title from the lead essay, which he wrote on!.2£

trait 21, .! Ls.dz. He began writine tho e3aay by rof.Uting a previous 

essay by a William Troy, who had stated that all the important crises in 

the stoIY under discussion had taken place in gardens! 

Mr. Stallman says that, on the contrary, the crucial events took 

place in houses. Re alao see the various situations as houoes of di!-

ferent types. The place where the action occurs governs the type or 
action as well as the characters• emotions. For instance: 

Whereas at st. Pater's she is still free to move through great 
spaces and in light (it is the only edifice in Book I that is 
lighted), at the opera house she is boxed in. It is a secondary 
theatre, a large,. bare, ill-lie;hted housp6 and Iaabol and her 
friends sit in one or the largest boxcs.4 

Thia quotation sounds aa if Stall.man were harking back to the 

ancient "pathetic fallacy11 theoryJ however, there may be something to it. 

Aa has been said, one can spend too much time on one subject, and the 

inclination is to believe this monumental strugele between Stallman and 

Troy over the site of the climaxes in a novel ia a graphic result of 

such lingering in the mining shafts after the ore has been carried away. 

40Robert w. Stallman, The Houses that James Built nnd Other Liter
!& Studies (Ann Arbor: Nichigan Sta.£e University Press, !9fil),p. ~ 
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Stallman' s general theo~· runs that Jru:m:.i was a novelist of 

society and the activities which he liked to describe were the sort 

which took place in enclosed places, not in open spaces such ns gardens. 

AJ.ao, as James 'Wall a chronicler of eventa of the mind, the crises were 

not external happenings but mental ones, so that Troy's idea about cli

mactic things taking place in gardens was wrong on two counts. Thus do 

the academicians wrestle with the problems or creat pith and moment. 

In a second essay, on The Ambassadors, Stallman advances the -
theory that nthe Wollett product" in the manufacture or which Strether 

had been engaged in Massachusetts an:i about which Miss Ooatroy had naked 

him several ti.mes, was clocks, or perhnps watches. For, he reasona, 

If the articlo were something unimportant, such as button hooks, 
there wouldn't be any purpose in havinc Strcther so reluctant to 
name it. Why, then, does James make such a mystery nbout it? Hie 
deliberate intention not to name it uas, o.s I aoe it, solely !or 
artistic purposes. That he uses it as a riddle, that in itaeli' 
hints at its importance, its thamatic inportance :-:-,_it corre
lates with the time-theme, promotes it, manifesta it.LU. 

These samples show what can be done with a fairly small particle 

of material. It can be expanded and rc .. devcloped countless times until 

there is little resemblance to the original substance. Thia is some

thing like the process which soap powders undergo when water is added. 

There is multiplication beyond belief of the original volume, and the 

theories which emerge from watered grains such as the stories or James 

are similar to the bubbles. Light and fragile, they hold a good deal of 

hot air, and may seem substantial until they are touched. 
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Thia age has been termed an aee or criticism, rather than one or 

any large amount of creativity. Some 0£ the critics sec:n to have taken 

this matter to heart and to have outdone themselves in elaborating tho 

business of criticism practically to death. Once it becllllle the literary 

vogue to "don Henry JaTJles,, it seens that there wore many critics search .. 

ing for a subject. They descended upon him full force, and where there 

seemed little for them to dissect, they wero content to work by tho 

expansion-of-tiny•particles method, creating fiolds for themsolvos to 

work in and perhaps to make themselves experts in. 

In the beginning of the period, at the instance o! the Jnmes cen

tennial, there was the attitude of vindicatine Jruneo to the infidelaJ it 

seems to have turned into a matter of naking infidels out or the other 

critics who n:ay have tried to P\=-blish conflicting theories. 

Probably the moat remarkable thing about the presGnt staco or 
criticism on James is the quality of proteotivonesn which mont writers 

talce. Each of' them seems to be defending James against attackers, but 

it is virtually impossible to find writings by these assailants. Tho 

impression is given that those who are defending James arc simply fenc

ing with shadows. This does have the effect of making the cultists look 

brave and highly intolligent--if one does not search too diligently for 

the real people castine the shadows. 



CHAPl'E..~ III 

CLASSIFICATIONS OF CIUTICISM ON JAMES 

Throughout the years in writings about Jar.i.es there have been 

apparent various trends of thought which have occurred to the many 

critics. These are, upon study, capable ot being placed into oortain 

categories. Of course, there have been those which have been unique in 

thought and with respect to the slant at which they eY..amine the subject, 

but these are not of concern here. Certain o! Jrunee 1 qunlitiea have 

impressed themselves more upon the critics, nnd these arc to be dis

cussed. 

The critical abilities 0£ Henry JBr.'les have been of interest to 

some of his critics. Another or his qualities is that or nn observer. 

This quality has been apparent to many of the writers about his works. 

The stand a writer takes on morals 1a of interest to many peoplo, and 

the attitude that the critics felt that Janes took ltl.ll be 1ndicntcd. 

His style is, or course, important, and his techniques or characteriza

tion and plot as 't-Wll. These classifications will be .f'ollmred by a dis

cussion or one of the most notable or James' characteristics, his 

obscurity, and bY' observations on the English and 1.merican attitudes 

toward James. The various critical attitudes mentioned above are to 

serve as headings for this chapter on classifications or the critical 

I!'.ater1al on Henry J&"!les. These sections will cut across chronological 

divisions and :raay often rerer to material which has already been quoted 

in the paper. In such cases, of course, to avoid duplication of 
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material~ page numbers will be used to indicate i.Jhore the e.xcorpta may 

be tound. 

I• JAMES' LITElUulY C1UTICISM 

In an early review ot James' ·work, the reviewer called James a 

critic who could ·write and think hit I.'lf;ntlons his uncortainty ab~ut 

11 ••• the meaning of some of the uords. 111 Henry James, almst from the 

first, confounded his beholdcra in one wu.y or another. The book in this 

case was French Poets and Novelists, and the reviewer rlis%:reoa on some ------ - ----
points rith Ja:rnes' conclusions but says, 11 thcre han of' late years 

appeared nothing upon French literature so intellicent as thin book ••• 
2 

acute, full o! good senae, free frora affectation and !JNtencc. 11 The 

revie-wer cont,inued idth his cor.nnendation of the book, say-lne that it had 

common sense, for which he seemed most r,rateful, for it replaced tho 

"indiscriminating laudation11 formerly given French literature. It would 

appear that there had been a surfeit of laudatlon and that James 'W2.3 

something of a radical in being a trend-breakor. 

Jar.i.es was evidently unawed by the literature of l'rance, the coun-

try in which he had thought first of making his holne after axpatriating 

himself from lmierica. His jud.,.rrments seen to have been balanced enough 

to merit the praise of his reviewer, who, naturally, rt:garded him merely 

as another young writer, not as the literary figure he was to become in 

lnie Athenaewn, Harch 16, 1878, p. 3.39. 
2lbid. -

.$: 
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the future, This balance of judt;."1lent is an important key to his fiction 

as well ao to his criticism. 

Two years lnter, 1880, in another review of a book of James' 

criticism., a book on Ha:wthorne :for the English I'ien oi' Letters Serico, a 

reviewer so.id that it, uau 11 • • , hardly more than t11::>kwork, dono elev ... 

erly no doubt , • • but not cnpecially interesting and not in the least 

:L-nportant as throwing ne'tl light on itc subjcct. 113 

Another critic, howovcr, :1Jtc.<l the nuthor's 

admirable faculty-of choice and .selection • , L the artistic 
disposition and arrangement 0£ materials • • , 

though he felt that 

Hr. Ja.11es' criticisms • • • are frequently overdone to tho 
extent of b€ing hypocritical rather than crlticul.5 

T, S. Eliot, writing nn essay on Ja.-;1cs in 191C, two yco.ra after 

James 1 death, €:)~pressed the opinion thnt 

James ;;as empb.atically not .:. succcssfut literary critic. 
criticism of books and writers is feeble. 

Ilia 

It is all too easy to discover that two or more critics rarely 

agree on any particular work, or even on any of its points. With this 

inevitable divergence of opinions cones the balance of vision 'Which 

helps things to be viewed more accurately. 

3'1'he Athenaeum1 January 3, 1880, pp. 14-15. 

4Harper's Hagazinc, }iarch, 1880, pp. 14-1$. 

5Ibid. -
,.. ~T. s. h"'l.iot, "Henry James, 11 from 1'..!!2 Shock of Iiecoenition, ed. 
Edmund rlilson (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Cudahy, 1955)., P• 7S. 
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The qualities in James' writing which went into r.ia.kine him an 

observer and recorder of his impressions were in their turn observed and 

recorded by his critics. Here, too, is ovidont the diverse reactions of 

critics to Jacobite rr.ethoda. 

One a! those secondary observer::> wr-.:>to that the attitude of dis-

passionate observer which Jar.cs took c.:iused. him to 'Lo a 

spectacle of pure intellect and .:i~ti3tic acnolbility doninatinc 
commoner if not infe~lor qunlities. r'or all wr.o enjoy this 
interesting and singular spectacle, i':r. Jane!l' book will bo a 
source of pure delight.7 

This is from a revieu of The J...esson of the !faster in 1892. Thorc - --
are certainly thos·e who would take exception to what this vritcr lum 

said about the function of the "modern artist in fiction," and even if 

hia premise is accepted, there would still be thoao who did not find 

James t book delightful. This critic was a thinltor in the oa.11e stream ns 

Henry James, and ho could thorcfore find delight in reading h:lr.t. 

All critics, houevar, did not enjoy the "interesting and cingular 

spectacle." Another, reviewing ~ .Awkward i\ge in 18991 said: 

If drawing rooms were the ~orld, and those who have their being 
in them the whole of mankind, one could have no reasonable ground 
for dissatisfaction with the novels of Henry Ja"!1Cs. 8 

This writer did not t1rl.nk that drawing-room types were wholly 

. satisfactory, and neither could he enjoy the resolv-lng of the action ot 

7The.Nation1 April 28, 18921 p. 326. -
8The Dial, July, 1899, P• 21. --



tho story, for he concluded dioclninfully: 

The outcome ia naught, as far as we are able to discern, and 
not one acquaintance has been riade nith uhom we mmld desire fur
ther comnerce.9 

The question of whether this partkular critic':s powera of dis .. 

carnrnent ware as keen ~s they ni[;ht have be~n ·will be left untouched. 

His general feeling, however, was similnr to that e:q·resoed by others 
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who felt thnt ttere was not e;;.our,h 0! tl:e C!Y.Tt'!On buch1 or oi low life, 

as it is lived runong the lesn fa.vorrd cl.v5:rns. That ·.Trunc~' stodeo con-

tained allusions to low life did mt seer: to help rr.u.ch. Th9 111011 lil'o" 

was not lived by conwion folk., but by .Ti:nes' usual arlstocrata and 

wealthy people. This sort of critic de:r:u:rled riore in the way of crisea 

and •J'italit;/, of comi."'lg to grips ui":.h r;:i·.~, uta::-k slb:itior.s. 

A review1 whloh ha::; tes11 quo·ted on page 9 (£•.;otn::tc 25) 1 described 

the finer power Jam;~ displn;;Gd in discor:-::.ng 11 the crw:.bling 0£ the 

interior defenses of thu !:mman citlldcl, 11 nnd in doing so the reviewer 

aeemtJd to discern himself what sort of thing Jruc.cs uaa trying to do. 

The l'"eviewar seens to he:r..,re i.ntiJrpreted Jane~' r:rl.esion, if that ~zord mAY 

be used, ns a writer., n.ccur.:;tcl:,r. It Has not l~tc in Jrunc~' career that 

this review was wri tter:., yet perhaps bGc'1usc the l"CYicw-cr could look ot 

his rrork with eyes unclouded b1J the; critical duDt atoms that wore to 

come, he was able to coo:.prehcnd no re easily, 
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III. MOH.AL CRITICISH OF JAHES 

The problem. of Henry James' morality, as manifest in his writing, 

has been batted about the critical forum ror some time. 'lhe critics 

have• one or another 0£ them, .found him to be moral, immoral, a Puritan, 

a non-Puritan. Often these conclusions are arrived at with tho same 

evidence. 

One thorn in the side of some readers is the .frustration of their 

desire to see virtue and evil receive appropriate rewards. This, they 

believe, is a prerequisite to a satisfactory piece of fiction. 

An early review noted that the traditional round-up where each 

cha:racter received his just deserts was honored in the breach by James 

in !!:!. irr:asic ~. and the reviewer called it 1 "a. novel which marks 

the farthest departure from the old idea or a nove1. 1110 The reviewer 

went on to explain this departure, saying n •• ., the question never was 

what they /Jhe charactel'!l were going to do, but what they were. 011 He 

mentioned this development in novel form without praise or condemnation. 

Perhaps he was ai1aiting .further develoµnents in this trend before making 

any decisions about it. 

Another was less hesitant about stating his opinions of Ja:mesian 

moral:sJ the quotation) lvhich has been written out on page 30 (footnote 

64) 1 states that James had become morbid., decadent, and unreadable. This 

critic seemed to feel that there was nothing of value to be round in James. 

lOHa:per•s :Magazine, September, 1890, p. 639. 

11Ibid. -
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To still another, James showed the other aide or the coin, for 

this critic felt that in his later novels ho was 

ha.'llpered in his judgment and misled in his observations • • · ~ ~2 
bis mystical inheritance ••• deeply overlaid with Puritanism. . 

It was common practice mrong a good many of the critics to trace 

James' roots back to New England, though he had little acquaintance with 

the section, and then toJrelate morals in his stories to what they con

sidered carry-overs from the Puritan trends which they felt were typical 

ot that part of the country. 

Were the critics reading things into James• stories, or was he 

actually expressing varied moral stands in his different stories? Both 

these points haYe been affirmed by different critics. One, in 19031 
' 

said that "some ot his stories have hush-hush and fie•fie methods.,'' 

while others were 11as full of the covert suggestion of foulness as the 

worst Frenoh novel of the last forty years. n13 That surely was putting 

James in a definite spot, by comparing him, unfavorably at that, to 

French novelst Still, though, it was admitted that the suggestions 0£ 

fOulness were covert. All the immoral activity takes place off ... stage 

in James• novels, no matter how frequently it occurs or aeema to occur. 

Another critic wrote in 190.3 that James• 

refusal to balance· the ledger against extravagance or depravity 
puts,,the British audience against him because that audience seeks 
inotruc~iom3 With its amusement.14 . 

12 ' . ·lh!. Atlantic, January, 190.3, P• 77. 

l.3Ibid -· 
lhz.iTh!!i ~ March, 1903,. p. 586, 

. ti, 
" 

{,, . 

i. 
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This was probably a sharp insight into the matter, for the notion." ,. 

of being dosed with inst:rootion while being entertained is a hangover .. 

from the very earliest days of fiction. It uas felt then that books• 

which were expensive to produce, should be as worthwhile as possible. 

Some moral or ethical lesson would be prominent through the story. Con~ 

comitant punishment £or wrongdoing and re~rards for good were necessary 

to impress upon little minds, children's or adults' 1 that wrongdoing 

will get you nowhere. 

I.ater, the proportion of entertainment was increased, in order to 

make the :mixture more palatable. The necessity of meting out justice is 

an idea which has persisted, however, and even today the general fiction 

directed at the masses has this feature. There is certainly no reason 

to encourage their baser instincts, is there? 

On the whole, the rE!"..ra.rds-of-virtue doctrine is probably not 

ham.t'ul, but it is thought by many to lead the impressionable to expect 

some tangible payment for all their good behavior, even if it consists 

only in not being actively bad. It does not prepare the readers ade-

quately for a world which may punish the wrong-doer 1 or nay even allow 

the culprit to go free. Reality too often finds that its stories are 

not rounded off as neatly as those of fiction. 

Another critic interpreted James' moral theories thus: 

••• he has shown an increasing disposition to deal with the 
amorous predicaments of people belonging to the most idle mxl 
depraved society of the land of his adoption in a style so ambi• 
guous, so over-laden with half •hints and qualifications or every 
sort that among several possible meanings one £eels at liberty 
to choose the rrorst, and usually does so with the uncomfortable 
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afterthought that evil is who evil thinks.15 

· · '.This is humorous honesty 1 and it serves as a possible reason !or .. , 
'' 

some or the denuncis.tiona or James on moral grounds.· The criticc want~d ' 

to have the right, the straight and narrow, pointed out to them, or even 
' ' ~ I ; 

haered out. When the choi.ce was left to them, they may not ha~ . felt 

that they were equal to the task of making it. 

As a critic wrote in l913t 

.It is the proper business of Mr. James not to affirm sensation 
or any experience-he coUld not do it with sincerity-but to ques
tion sensation, to question emotion and sentiment; it is his proper 

· business to examine experience with the anru.aed1 searching gaze of 
· one who expects t."'ic unexpected.16 

Thia critic was thinking somewhat di!.f erently from those who con-.. 

demned James• lack of rnoralityJ he did not .feel the need for the old: 

questions to be answered another tiresome time. He recognized Jamcs 1 

right to raise tham in his own peculiar way, without providing answers 

which might be found in any Sunday School pamphlet. I£ the author lived 

up to his bargain artistically, it was not necessary for him to !it the 

mould ()f all other writers. 

In Marchi 19161 a month after James' death, an article appeared 

· .in which it was stated that James had broken two moral oodes1 one, 0:£ 

. passion that must be kept secret, and the other, of people's having a 

strong feeling about someone a.."ld still using the person as a convenience. 

. Yett, the .. writer did not seem convinced that James was thoroughly immoral 

lSThe Critic., February, 1904, p. 146, 
16eurrent OJ?inion, June, 1913, p. 489. 

}'' .;',. 

1, 
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for having violated the codes. He conceded that James• people were'oo 

complex that a son of paradox was oreated, and he explained the situa-

tion in this way: 

• • • a doing wrong which is accomoanied and conditioned by the 
most sensitive perception ot other· people's spiritual needs may 
easi~ be a richer moral good than a strict, straight road of · 
obvious duty.17 . 

··'. 

The insight of this critic ohowed that a new trend in criticism 
•' 

was possible in view of the new trend in literature. The trend could be 

likened to trying to see around corners and inventing a periscope to 

solve the problem. 

0£ course, the trouble with this sort of literature is the gen

eral lack of enthusiasm on the part or the public for tying up the.loose 

ends of such 0richer moral goods." That sort of thine frankly either 

passes over the heads of the public or leaves them cold,, for the moat 

part. 

Four years later the argument was still unresolved, for one essay 

stated that ttJames t classil'ication as a puritan was wrong."18 

An essay published in 1937 entitled "HenrJ James a."'ld the llel~tion 

of Morals to Manners0 by Yvor Winters re-exa.iiined the question. The 

writer felt that James' ideas on a moral sense were that there is one 

"• •• inherent in hu.iian character at best, u and through aaaociation it 

MY be enriched and cul tiva.ted and that "it as an fanerican characteris

tic may be weakened or in sons other manner betrayed by an excess • • • 

17~e ~ Repgblic, March u, 1916, PP• 1$2-53· 

lBThe Bookman, May, 19201 p. 364. 

:') ~. ': 
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ot such association ~eneraJ.ly rofen-ine to •aasociation1 with the types 

of Europeans with ~home James concerned himseig,n19 This moral sense 

was a rather outstanding one in knericans, but as far as he could tell, 

it was not strong enough to withstand the blandishments o! clever Euro

pean tactics which operated from lower motives. 

J sines saw the moral sense t Winters thought, as an American phe

nomenon essentially (this American morality has been commented on by 

many foreigners)_. as s.n ttactual and histarlcal development in the Ameri

can context,n and nthe ultimate and rarefied development of the spiritual 

antagonism in which the provincial civilization asserted its moral 

superiority over the obviously superior cultivation of the parent. 1120 

'Winters also felt that this moral sense was a result of the 

influence of the church on New England life and, through New Engla.."'ld1 on 

the rest or the country. Fu..rther1 tbis sense had been strongly rooted,, 

then damaged, by the War Betf."een the States and the westward movement,, 

so that as ma.nH'ested in Henry James' Ar.i.crlcan prototypes it was "a fine, 

but a ver'J delicate perception, unsupported by any clear set of ideas. u2l 

Thus, the :moral quality of Americans-those who traveled and 

visited in Europe, at any rate (perhaps those who stayed at home were 

better grounded in morality in ratio to their being grounded at home)-

was an open invitation to demoralization by the Europeans who came in 

19 
Yvor Winters, ,!!:! North ft.merican Review,, October, 1937, P• 490. 

20 Ibid,.., p. 483, -
21Ib 4 id., P• 90. -

.i ; .. 

·.',· 
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contact with it. In the resorts and country houseo of h'urope were 

people who were bored1 who sought diversion. They often were poorer 

than they wanted to be. Why not tamper with these Americans, manipulate 

them a bit, mightn't the results be interesting, for a time, at flrT3' 

rate? And who would be hurt by it? At the worst, only an American or 

so. 

In contrast to Thomas Hardy, James gave the effect of his charac

ters• having the greatest a.mount of freedom of choice. He "sought to 
22 

create the illusion of unhrun.pered choice,'' the article continues. 

S0t:1e of the critics felt that the characters were in play, not aeainst 

the enticements of the other characters in the story, but against the 

blandishments of Jazr.es himself. Perhaps the critics felt this was not a 

fair struggle. 

Somewhat in the manner of a scientist who transplants ants from 

their native colony {the colony idea fits in all to well with America, 

also) to study their reactions, James, as Winters thought, orented his 

Americans as "paradoxes of New England conscience along with an acquired 

fortune in a time when it was impossible to acquire a fortune honestly." 

'What the writer seemed to regard as a flaw in creative production rnay be 

explained by the theory that James was interested almost wholly in soci

ety and its interplay. His Americans may have gotten their fortunes 

without allowing their consciences to impede their p:rogressJ America was 

a land where fortunes were to be made, Their business ethics had little 

'' ' 
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to do wlth their social behavior. 'l'he Europeans in tho otorl.es hv.d no 

'business ethics, either, for t.nsy hnd no buaineosea. Their t'ortunes had 

been me.de generations before. ¥i'ben placed in the older social at;1i.OG• 

pbore or l£U?O}'(}, the Ji.tnericana uero beyond their depth, l'.)ooplo 1n Amcr:l.ca 

had manners, at cou:rsel Their relations vith one Qnother Yero not ca~ 

rl.ed on behi:nd a thousand lflYQl'D of devious action, though. The venoer 

ot manners in America was much thinner, not lined uith :fine cracks of 

age and re-application. The1.r conooieneeo m:J.'J havo been i.r::ipertact on 

t~ bUsiuess facet, bu'tl on that of sncial intorcourae they were utlll 

In 1960 Leon Edel, one o! the foremost James 1:1cholu1>a, wrote thnt 

James attacked a subject lilrl.oh ~;as lldmittcdly high1;1 oor•hieticnted in 

uriting P,l~ Golden Bm..'1.1 for exa.:1ple, oho-wing that James wao £mnre 0£ 

the aituatiorm Which hQ C·OU.ld be stirr'int; up; t.hut his hints anj nods in 

his other etorloo uere not naive provocations 0£ such thoughts, Edel 

said that The Golden Bowl - -
reve:al.s him breaking n!IfW ground ~"11.1. finding n resolution to ques
tions le.ft unresolved in his other navels, • • • A subject as 
nadulterinen aa this Jtti"ilCS had lmnted to treajl tor :many yeart:J1 
c.omplained that too Am.erican ttfarnily J'f' •• agazlnes made him write· at 
the le~el ot adolescents. n wt ~ pold~n ~ was not aeriali!ted, 
and oo WllS !roe to handle hi.11 subjoct vithout any reservations.23 

Toone s:tat.ements ahou clearly that Ja:;tes knew exa.c't.ly what he ·was 

doir.g when ho wrote a story 1 and thot he was compelled to bou to the 

deoreas of editors U' he wished to have publicatl-on in 11.f.lerlca. His 
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earlier stories might have been quite di.t'ferent hnd he boen allorred per-

£ect freedom, and his development would likely have been different, too. 

IV. JAHES' STl"LE 

Af'ter reading nnaisy Hiller, n a critic wrote the statement about 

James' style, already quoted on page S (footnote 6), which said that 

James was little more than a beginner, but that he had already 11acquired 

a marmer. 0 The manner of the you.'lg writer was approved, but the review 

ended with the observation that Hr. Jmnes would have to be careful to 

avoid becoming a mere reflection o! Trollope, a pitfall which the 

reviewer felt would be easy. That James did not become a mere reflec

tion 0£ Trollope, or of any one elso1 .for that matter, hardly needs to 

be stated. 

Sontfl short stories which appeared in 1879 also received commenda ... 

t1on tor their style, quoted on page 4 (footnote 4). This notice ended 

with the hope's being expressed that nhe is not yet nt the end of his 

24 invention ••• n Here another apprehension about James' sliding into 

an easy rut appeared. One wonders whether these critics found something 

so good, so promising in him that they actually did not wish to see him 

descend, or they were merely laying groundwork for future reviews which 

might tal(e the tone of mock dismay at beholding what they had forseen to 

be happening. The role o.f prophet may not always make the prophet popu-

lar; but it tends to increase his reputation !or mental prowess. 

24.:rhe AthGnaeum1 Nove.'11ber 8, 1879, P• 593. _____ , 
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The hopes expressed ;1-n these rcvim·rs, if they were sincerely 

~shing .. well for James 1 were rewarded with a surprising amount of inven

tion~ It would be interesting to discover what the same reviewers' 

reactions would have been to James• later stylistic developments, 

~hether they would have been greeted with delight or despair. 

A review of pontidence, a story published in 1880 which receives 

little notice now, showed the reviewer's pleasure in the "seemingly 

light but really careful touch of which Mr. James :more than any living 

English writer possesses the secret. n
25 Perhaps this was the reviewer 

who wolTied about James• running low on invention (it is exceedingly 
• .. , 

difficult to tell, because almost none of the reviews in any of the .... 

magazines were signed). It did appear in the same magazine and only 

two months later. At any rate, there are few people at present who 

think of Henry James as writing with a light touch, UBUally just the 

opposite reeling is evoked by his na.-ne. In some of his early short 

stories, however, his tone was quite different from that 0£ the later 

·works. 

The .f'aot of hi$ varying styles in long and short story writing 

has precipitated another controversy: whether James was batter in brief 

or at ,length. A review of Roderick Hudson (which was being republished 
,·.•.:.. -·. 

:tour years after .its .first appearance) stated that he was better in the 

long stories, and another review in the same :magazine five years later 

said: 

. 25. 
'fHe.Athenaeum, January J, 18Bo, p. 16. - ' 



Mr. Jarues often shows at his best in the short story1 where 
space does not al.low of circumlocution or prolonged fencing 
with direct iasues.26 . 

19 

In The Atlantic in."1893 another thought appeared on the subject: --- . ,• 

we confese·to liking:this author best in his larger books1 
because with greater space there is· more roan for his characters 1 

built,up OU.t of an infinity of particulnrs ••• and because we 
think Mr. James himself therein brings into play powers o:f com
position which scarcely have scope in his shorter stories.27 

It would appear that a great deal of the matter rested with the 

individual taste of the person writing the revie"•l• James went through a 

period in which he concentrated more heavily on the production of short 

stories, in order to provide income and leisure for working on his 

novels. He himself did not regard his short stories as a particularly 

important part of his output. 

To the present-day reader of James the i'ollowing quotation may 

come as a aurprise1 much as the idea of James' having a "light touchn; 

Their style is so nearly perfect that in reading them one 
rarely 

2
%omes:.u.pon a veak1 an ungraceful, or an inelegant sen-

tence. 1
.• 

This appeared in 188$, in a review of short stories. Such ia 

statement might be difficult to accept by someone who has recently 

struggled through one or those page-long ra.~bles containing only one 

period which Ja.~es eVidently considered a sentence. It see~i.S 1 somehow, 

that. his stories with the most involved structures are more fa."ldliar 

26 . ,. 
~ Athenaeum1 March 19, 1892, P• 601. 

27!.!1! Ai1~tic~ November, 1893,. pp. 695-96. 
. . ,, - . 

28,H~rper's l1l~azine, February1 1885, P• 492. 
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than the simpler ones. 

Another extract, from a review of ~ Other House, shows the 

unfamiliar side of James' stylet 

• • • so de.rtly is 1t~wr6ught that one scarcely notices economy • 

80 

• • 

Those who consider themselves fairly familiar with James' stories 
. . 

would be brought. up short by the -oord "economy," unless, of course, they 

bad done some readirig in the early stories. His style, it is obvious 

through these reviews, underwent considerable change during his long 
•; 

career.· 

By· 1893 some reviewers were taking notice of the changes 1 for in 

discussing Essays !a London~ Elsewhere, one or them remarked: 

But the main drawback to the volume ia the tortuous English 
which Mr. James has chosen to write, evidently under the impres
sion that he ought to evolve a style of his own.30 

Though this critic took a somewhat sneering attitude about the 

matter, ha was close to the truth about James' trying to evolve a style 

of his own. It has been mentioned that James felt he was follo\Ting his 

own school, in the same way that Irving M.d followed his ol-m. \~hat the 

critic may have regarded as simple audacity was really what James was 

deliberately trying to accomplish. Innovations a~e not always looked on 

with favor, however, and this tillle the critic did not welcome Jam.es• 

efforts. 

In another review, of William Wetmore Storz~~ Friends in 

29Li . , ':f 5 
ving ~' l.'iarch, 1903, P• 36 • 

.3°nie,·A:thenaeum, July 29, 1893, P• 1~8. 

. ' 
, "" 

;· ···,; ... 
·.i' 

29 
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1903, a critic took a rather regretful look at the evolution of what he 
• I 

considered 

the peculiarly involved and often puz~ling style which now tyran~ 
nizes over Mr. James{ Long and complex sentences greet the reader, 
the vecy first of these. occupying nearly hall a page • .31 

These glimpses of reactions James' earlier works manifest vecy 

clearly the fact that there was a discernible change wrought in his 

style as he matured. A gTeater preoccupation with what one critic 

called the Hdragnet method, u in t-lhich he felt that Janes thought of a 

sentence "primarily as a trunk to pack with his o'W'll intellectual. belong-
~ inga,n cane over him. There are those who think it a shame that he 

allowed this preoccupation to overcome him; there are those who could 

not care lase about it, and there are those who are frankly puzzled by 

it or who may claim to understand it clearly, but who in either case 

regard him with wonder and awe because of it. 

It is hardly necessary to say that those in the last group com

prise the "cult" of Henry James enthusiasts, the Jacobites. As time 

passes, the believers seem to have become more firmly entrenched in 

their positions, and the middle ground between them and the disparagers 

has widened and has become deserted. 

V. JAME.St CHAfi.ACTERIZATION AWD PLOT 

In 1877 a review of .!.!:!!. American, already quoted on page 2 (foot ... 

note~,~) gave James a notable bit or praise for a relative newcomer. It 

.31Tha Nation, November 5, 1903, P• 365. ----· 

.32Nort.h f;J'nerica.n Review, October, 1914, P• 632. 
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mentioned the lack of passion in the story but then launched into a long 

encomium which· discussed. his 11rare st-•. ilJ.t1 and 11the apparent simplicity 

which 1ras the height or art, n among other remarkable attributes. It was 

evident that this revimrer .found Ja'tl.es • style worthy 0£ a great deal o£ 

admiration, even though he had not had much opportunity to develop it. 

This was before James' period of preoccupation with the proper 

words and phrases, and the consequent difficult atyle. Some (perhaps 

more) Will bemoan the fact that J at"iles did not persevere more to the task 

or ,perfecting his ability to handle plot. There is much to admire in 

the unfolding or a well planned plot. l t is a skill which should not be 

deprecated. Anyone with even a modest background or reading will agree. 

Henry James, however, to the dismay of some of his critics, 

showed no particular interest in attaining this type of skill. Though 

Mr. Winters has stated that "all intelligent criticism of Ja.'ll.es is 

resolved inevitably into a discussion of plot,u.33 this does not seem the 

case at all. By what the critics have written about him it can be aeen 

that he was. a great deal more concerned with the working out of other 

details of his stories than withthose of the plot. 

It there be those who feel that these other elements suffered 

rather than gained from his endeavors, they are entitled to feel as they 

do. James was certainly not successf\ll in evert attempt he made. 

James was interested in the people of his novels, but in his own 

dis.tinct way. Some of the critical reaction to his characterization 

33tvor Wintersi North American Review, October, 19371 p. 490 .• 
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include one from 18791 quoted on page 4 (i'ootnotc 5) 1 in which the 
' ' 

critic said that James· did not expose his characters in the umial way, 

the way which the critic'.felt was most natural, thnt Jam.es did it by 

making them "creatures of the intellect merely." \·ihat this critic may 
' . 

have thought of as ttnatw;-al n in ohara.otor development IP.ay well have been 

merely th.a type to which he had become accustomed. Innovations should 
. ' 

' 
not be decried merely because they aren't the usual thing1 any more than 

they ehould be heralded joy.fully for the same reason. Thoy ahould,be 

taken for what they are, then judged on the basis of whether they ncciom

pliah their intended pu.rpose. 

Again, another critic was· moved to give great praise to the char· 

aoterization of ~driam Routh in The Tragic Muse 1 calling it 0 brilliant.-" - -
and lavishing other such generosities on it. The excerpt has been 

quoted on p.'ii.ge 10 (footnote 17). This represents nru.ch admiration on the 

part of the,oritic and a general progress toward mutual understanding on 

both sides. Book raitiewers are not generally noted for passing out 

superlativ~s. Whether it indicates a high desroe of rapport between 

James• writing and the understanding of the particular critic or merely 
,. 

that the critic had a somewhat limited background in reading a.bout 

actresses, it is rather remarkable for its agreeable tone. 

In 1898) a review also previously quoted, on page 24 (footnote 46), 

stated tha.t Maisie of~ Maisie ~was "an arbitrary,, artii'icial 

creature," and continued in this somewhat unflattering vein. There is 

little noticeable rapport here,, or if there is1 the critic certainly 

felt thiit he had gained superiority over Yi.r. Jo.r..es. Here was one man 
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\fho refused to aoceptcharaoters who were not to his standards of 

naturalness. 

A review of!!.!! Awkward 2 in 1899 showed that the critic who 

wrote it appr~iated its heroine a great deal, in fact, more than any of 

Jsmes' other characters, for he wrote of her that "Nanda, ia 1 in fact, 

Mr. James• supreme creation ••• 1134 Human frailty must be allowed for, 

and in this case, the critic lost out to the judgment of time. For any 

reader who could even place Nanda in her proper novel, there are prob

ably ten or more who could do a fair sketch or Daisy Hiller or Isabel 

Archer. A question which the critics have not tried to answer concern

ing this sort of thing is whether the latter two horoines are more 

famous because they appear in superior stories, or whethor the heroines 

themselves are the important achievements in the books. 

James was often berated for the poor job his reviewers felt that 

he had done in character portrayal.. In ~ Sacred Fount and 1h!! Wipes 

2!_ ~Dove, for instance• two excerpts ,quoted previously show that in 

the first story he was said to have read into the characters too subtle 

conditions of the soui,35 and in the second, he had created a character 

who was -thought to be even stronger than he. 36 Both of these revierra 

disclose rather strong urges to place the reviewers abovo tho author by 

their ridicule of him. Neither of the critics were in syr.ipathy with 

34.riie Critic, August, 1899, p. 754. ----· 
35'The Athenaeum, Harch 2,, 1901, P• 272. -
36The Atlantic, January, 1903, p. 81. - -



as 
James• Urie of thought and did not submit to the conditions of his wrld~ 

' f, 

" 
It would b·e impossible for them to appreciate his characters and their 

. . ~ 

motiveain that oase. 

The fact that !h!, WiP£S 2.£. ~ Q2Y! has recently been made into 
, .. 

an opera seems some sort or vindication of the attractions or James' 

works to modern readers. lt Milly Theil.le had really been so ponderous 

and Merton Densher's fascination been represented by what a reviewer 

called "only the author's rather anxiously reiterated word, n.37 it could 

not possibly have held the minds and imaginations ot the creators of the 

opera long enough for them to have completed the job. 

William Dean Howells, a .friend of James, wrote an easay on James' 

later novels which appeared in January, 1903. He discussed some of the 

female characters at length and said that James was so supremely gifted 

in divining women and portraying them that beyond any other great novel

ist he had imagined few heroines acceptable to women. Howells realized 

that women generally prefer more noble and attractive creations to 

represent their sex than the types James liked to portray. 

Howells also praised James for the way he presented his charac-

ters to the reader without analyzing or typing them. He felt that such 

apractice,hadadded greatly to the craft of fiction-writing. 

This practice, of course, was one of the things that caused other 

critics to dislike James. They felt that without some sort of labels it 

was hard to tell 'Who were the good characters and who the evil ones. 

'J7Ibid. -
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Again, adding to the mental burden of the. reader caused Jamos to lose a 

general popularity. It also led to his being charged with obscurity, 

with which subject the next section deals. 

VI. JAHES 1 OESCURITY 

_Probably the most familiar, talked-about, joked-about, condenmed, 

and explained feature 0£ Henl'Y James' .fiction is his obscurity. In 

recent timea students have spun themselves into whirlpools or murky·. 

waters by trying to translate bits or all of the mystery into some mean

ing tor themselves or any readers they might have. The more time one 

has put into studying J a."!les, the more elaborate one 1 s dissection of lUm 
becomeSJ this elaboration does not necessarily exist in proportion to 

' . 

the validity of the student's theories. Sometimes the validity seems to 

decrease proportionately to the elaboration, in fact. 

The reviewers who undertook to discuss James' books as they were 

published naturally had less time to dwell on any particular qualities, 

and of course, their space was quite limited, as opposed to that of the 

heavy tomes published by some of the scholars. The public wanted com

ment on the books rather quicl"J.y, so that judgments bad to be handed. 

down with more rapidity than characterized some of the scholars' labors. 

In consequence, usually only the more striking points of the stories 

were mentioned in the reviews. This mentioning of the highlights would 

naturally give a good deal of the space to the discussion of his 

obscurity, tor it was indeed a striking point. A picture of James• 

obscurity as the critics noted its progress \rl.ll .follow. 
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In 1881 a reviewer. said, in an excerpt whiol1 has ·been quoted, 
' 

that '*once or twice the desire to put things smartly, has Jnade him 
' - ' j I 

obscure.038 Perhaps thi~ wae the reason for the beginning of' his 
1 . . . ,.. ·~'. 

obscurity, his desire to he ~fferent and to impress his .readers in gen

eral as well as the members o£ the fashionable world in which he enjoyed 
; 

moving. It may have been only this, and it may have certainly b~en.his 

more lof'ty aim.to extend the English language and its ramifications. 

In 189,'.3 another reviewer wrote that James had a tendency to make 

his reader £eel stupid ~ecause it was so hard to disooyer what the story 

was all about. 39 Most people are not vezy willing to let a writer make 

them feel th.at way. It is more pleasant to read the simple things and 

have a :reeling of superl.ority. . . 
In a review, ~oted previously-, appearing in 1893, a critic com

mented that. there were nbizarre phrases,,n some 0£ whiC?h turned out hap. 

pUy-, but usually "they are the reverse.1140 It did not sit well with 

this cri. tic that he should have to go over a sentence se·.reral times to 

find out what was meant. This critic was not alone, either, in his 

rebellion against hidden meanings, for e'fen in thooo times, which are 

thought ~f as being more leisurely, readers chafed against having to 

take the time to t>10rk out the author's implications. 
' 

It ie iiitere.sting to discover in these reviews that something or 

38The Athenaeum1 February 121 18811 p. 228. ............ ~ . 

.39The At~en~aum. July s, 1893, PP• 60-61. 

uOThe Athenaeum, July 291 1893, p. lS8. 



James• long sentence struc.ture · seems to have infected~ ~is reviewers. 

One of them once said that James' influence immediately 'after rending 
' I , . ;< 

hiJ1t was tremendous~ and it is evident from such as this.: fr~ 1899: 

There is no other living writer \'rho could have .written .the 
b0ok1 who· could so patiently and delifiataly labour _to make ·a 
tine point, who could deal so sen~itively with ttne shades, who 
could analyze the slight so subtly, so wittily. 
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What a copy o:t Ja:m.esJ .And what a a·eeming appreciation 0£ his 

qualitiesl It is not known, or course, whether this is merely a carry• 

over from hav-1.ng .re.ad Jam.es, or whether the iin.itation is really a. con

scious effort. The styling is urnnistakable1 ·however. 

In a review of ~ neai Thi::&, in l8~J 1 which has been quoted on 

page 16 (.footnote 30) 1 the writer of the review states 1ihat he reached 

an interpretation boldly, but that he was confident it was not the only 

one which could be reached, and in fact that he was sure James could 

reach a dozen others. 42 Unless thi.S C:t"'ltio was being extremely sarcas• 

tic 1 his .feeling almost o! reverence shows :1n the·· statement, for he pro

tested his boldness in :reaching\~ conclusion about it, and called the 

story- a parable, too. Such devotion generally does not appear in criti

cism of James until later in his career. Most or his contemporaries 

ttoated.bim as a taJ.ent to be reckoned with, even though the reckoning 
d',· ·I 

might be almost impossible, a.nd they did not reach the feeling which 

seems·to be,evident 1n this one. This is not to ignore the mention made 

Ul.The Bookman, July, 1899, pp. 172·73. 

42The Atlantic~ Movember, 189)1 p. 696. 
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1n the e.."<cerpt about the "bewildering a~ teasing effect." Is this 
,, 

effect, ·though,. net treat~ as a property of a supernal sort? It seems 

an attitude of one who h~' heard the oracle, does not qU:ite understand 

its mea.ning1 yet is content to let the understanding come when','it 'Will. 

Another reviewer showe_d a good deal of perception in another pre ... 

vioualy quoted statement, in saying that though James had suffered a 

tremendous amount from·people.who were either unable or who refused to 

understand him, and that all the -while he was striving towards "the per .. 

fection of expressiori.1'43 That this was James' only goal in writing is 

doubtful, but it is certaln that it was one of his serious· aim~. 

The glimpses that have been afforded or James• personality sho1.r 

him to have been the sort of ,person who could not take such a task 

lightly; he was constrained by nature to labor over :tt and polish it, 

and then to rework it innumerable times in order to .':lchieve his ends. 

In the resulting literature, all b'llt the most Job-like patiences are put 

to a severe .test., 

Various~reviewers, of course, have seen various,keys as the solu

tion. to James. , The one q\1o·ted above took per£ecting expression; another 

thought of the mystery as involving a. 

submergea,and,elusive consciousness (that is. not exactly sentiment 
and .·is certainly not incident) is never suffered to emerge clearly 
noi,'yet to sink coniplet~ly, The consequence is the reader, ,and~. 
suspect the writer also, experience a sense of strain and e!fort.44 

!i3The Nati.~n, November 30• 1893, PP• 416.17. 
. . . 

h4.fhe·Athanaeum, June 151 189~, pp. 769.70. 



It ·is not quite clear why there should be· .. anY conf'usion over 
J, : •••• 

'Whether elements of 't~e story. are eentinlent or incido.nt~: How these two 

vast~ di!ferent·component~· should need to be distinguished is not cer-. . . 

tain. This actually sounds as i£ the critic were triine !or some ape-
. ., ,, 

cial ef.fects or. his ·OW to con.round the reader. No wonder that there is 

a sense of· strairi and e!.t'ortl · 

A-third critic thought it was more a product of James• maturing 

as an artist. 

His work of. today varies f'rom his earlier 11ork,, does so through 
the natural process by which tlte subtle grows more impenetrable.. 45 
and the delicacy of' shade is divided by still finer discrimination. 

f 11 ' 

There may be s~e differing opinions as to whether the subtle 

growing more impenetrable is a natural process, but if that premise is 

accepted, the rest of the theory seems to follow• 

Still another critia hints at what he thinks may be the cause of 

James• obscurity, with less reverence and more mt, perhap~,, than others 

who have been.quoted; 
,_ ·~· ~' ' 

• ' .• it al.most looks aa if an attempt. were being made to conccg-i 
the poverty. of' 'the idea in vast swaddling olothes of vei~biage, ~ 

··::This critiC felt that James waa good: at'ca.moutlage1 at least,, it 

he did not have muck of value to say, He could make it seem as if' he 

didi and if he could fool some people into thinking that' ideas were 

beneath all that nverbiage, 11 it would a.mount to atrlum.ph of sorts. 

'~ ·,. '-i 

.4,The Atlantic, November, 1893, p. 695. 
46 •·· . ' !h! Athena.etlln,. October· 22, 1898, P• 564. 
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This, a part or a re~ew of The ~ 2f_ ~ Screw, continues, 

showing that the reviewer did think more highly 0£ James• talents than 

it seemed at first; 

••• the author makes triumphant use of.:his subtletyj instead 
of obscuring he only adds to the horror of his oonception'by 
occasionally withholding the actual facts and' just.indicating 
them without unnecessarily ample details • , •• a:::toueh w.hich · 
would have made even Hawthorne envious on his own ground. ·And 
here, too,, the style-braced up as. it wre ··to the task of not 
missing a detail of the author's ef'fects--losao.its flabbiness 
and indietinotness, and only gains in:, stimulating power where a 
curious turn o!' phrase is substituted for a· more hackneyed expres
sion •• • • it eeems to do him good for once tO'ldok over the 
traces of ~s over ... anxious analyzing and to indulge in a real 
frolic. • • 1 . . .. , 

That this reviewer was no stranger to James t "worl:Cs shows here in 

the relief he expresses in Ja."nes' abandonment or his usual p:raotice or 
"over-anxious analyzing." ·It was thi~ practice which had given so msny 

readers trouble in trying to follow the story line. 

James considered nThe Turn o! the Screw" as ,a .. me.re. potboiler,, 
<• ' ( I ~ 

hardly more than an exercise, and yet it has p~oven: to be one of his 

most popular and often-dra."llatized stories. It ~Y well show that an 

artist is not always the most perceptive judge of his own worksJ.it' 

stands to reason that he is not the most.objective. Possibly 1n this 

short story he found a certain.perfection of expression of which he.was 
'' 

unaware; it is one 0£ his better vehicles of communication. There have 

been suggestions that it has been overdone insofar as dramatizing as 

mentioned in January, 1962, by a reviewer who was writing about the 

47 Ibid., p. $65. -
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recent :film version, "The Innoctmts. 0 48 If this is the ease, more ham·, 

than good might be done in ma.king James more familiar. tc» a wider audience. 

Another reason for James' obscure style was· offered when in 1902 

Frank Moore Colby urote an essay on James'. work in gener&l., ~art of the 

piece has been quoted previously, on page 27 (footnote 5'5), 1n which the 

critic refers to "that verbal hedge" behind which he thought.that per

haps James was hiding guilty secrets. It.was.a matter,, then,, of the 

morality which has also been a principal issue in discussion of James. 

The review continued, After saying that his ·ndifficult and complicated 

muse may say just what she choosea,u 

This may be because it would be so difficult to expose him~ 
Never did ao much vice go ll'ith so much sheltering vagueness.47 

This relates to the review which mentioned the many possible 

interpretations 'of James,, and also the one in which.,;the reviewer said 
·.: 

that one was tempted always to pick the ·worst meaning, with the accom-

panying thought t11at ttevil is who evil thinks• fl Is not Mr. Co1by, in 

the light of the other review, showing how _his own mind ran strongly to 

evil interpretations? He concedes that there ia a verbal hedge, and 

that it hides something; then he leaps over it into a cesspool. 

Probably anyone who urites any quant~ty about human relationships 
, . ;: ~ 

will be accused of immorality. Henry James came in for a: large share of 

such accusations. 

48The Now Yorker, January 6, 1962, p. 72. --
h9F'rank Moore Colby, The Bookman, June, 1902, PP• 396-97. -
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In a. review of 1902; which has been quoted on page 28 {footnote 
.,, ,, .1 

$8), concerned with·.!!:!! rl!Pgs !:?.!·the !!2!!1 James wa~ .said to have "lost 

himsel.f', in the Ul ti.mate. Q.ZUN Of himself' I tf~ and the ~IVi.e~er revealed 
., • ' ~-' , ,. . , L' ' !' 

bimaelf as rather dis~urbed to be left behind. He also· referred to "the 
. . ' 

decorated t.readmilln which.he" thought James insisted was a c~riot1 '1 
and did not concede for an'inatnnt that his own heavy-£ooted.ness,mtght 

have been s~hat at !ault for his not be~g in step with the author~ 

This leads to the question of up9n whom should the responsibility rest 

for getting in step, .the autho;i- or the reader? An attempt will not be 

made to answer; the question here. 
Another writer in reviewing .!h! Wings. 2£ !:!!! .B2!!, likened James 

to the serving boy in an old story. Tue boy had his·head shaved, then 

had someone 'Write an inscription on the bald spot. After this, he went 

about asking everyone 'tmat it said. They would look at the top of his 

h~ad and say, "There is nothing there.ii His c~riosi.ty terribly goaded, 

he f:tnally resorted to rigging up some mirrors·' so .thai· he c~id· see ror 
'.· ,, ·1 

". 
himself. Sure enaugh, the legend read, "There is n~thing there. 11 The 

critic . .felt that trjing to find the mean~s in Ja."lles would bring about 

the same. result. Then• inspired by a night of hia oiv-n fancy, the 

-' ! ' 

Th~~ is·, indeed,, littie else but long,. dull, paragraphs'· of 
emotional' tergiversation, wherein· one loses all sense of, direc
tion' for lack ot one little clue, )'~ne singly clear straightforward 
, ... 

so ·' .. . . , 
.The Critic, November, 19021 p. 409. ----
~id..· -
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word•. which would, to b&: sure, ii'· it we1' th.ere, dispel the 
greater pa.rt of the story like a mi.rage. ::12 , · :· 

i - . ~ l,1, ' . ~''·\' ':./ 

The same reviewer divided· novelists into two group$·, .. those who 
... i) 

Jhose from the two parallel streams of life either the str~am of circum-
-. • ' •: ·,'' '• ::- i ', ,I I . ., .< -~ ~ '~ " 

stance or that of consciousness, and it llaS decided that. James .kept to 
• - ''• ! .::·:' ·' \ ·I, • ". J '°:~ 

the latter. The revieWer felt that James• procedure.didn't accomplish 
' ~ ' 1; ti ~.'. • 

ita purpose, that it left th~ reader too bewildered. The critic·did ~ot 

mention Proust, but it can bo seen that he described James' technique in 
.,-;.-

a way that also could describe the l''rench author's. 

Perhaps the reviewer did not £eel that the publio could handle 

the bewilderments in James' stories, for he brought in the issue of 
' 

moral.ity1 tying it in with the contusion by saying, "There is nothing so 

prone to depravity as unreli(.>Ved speculation • • • ,SJ Perhaps he had 

seen the effects of people's behavior on town gossips, who1 if they have 

not' the facts to report, fall prey to the depravity,of "unrelieved specu

lation,0 and end by manufacturing stories. At any rate, it was James• 

fault,~ in the crltio's eyes, that the confusion he caused in his stories 

led the readers to have immoral'. thoughts. 

Many reviewers, seemingly distrustf\J.l of. what they could not oon 

by comprehension, took an attitude of superiority. They sought to dis-
.', ., 

parage · .. James by easting shadowy doubts whe:re they could tind nothing 

specif'ically'Wrong. 

52The fnCiependen~, November 131 19031 p, 2711. 

~'I.bid. -
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Other critics.; whomay,have been af'r~id of, looking dull should 
','' ,, • I' I 

time prove them. wrong in ~ot · 1ildng ol'. unde1~~tandini · • Jrunes 1 ,, of.ten gave 
.. . .i," ' , . . ~, I ; . , ' , 

~' ' '· 

his stories a sort·of gen~~ praise, without mention~ ~y particular 

points, seemingly' in order •t.o straddle the tence ail, th~ way,, ':Others . 
. :. 

were fond or asserting that they had divined James' .. purpose; or that 

they had discovered that hi~ novels wereaddressed to the coenoscenti, 
,' , ..... : ,. ,_ 

whose "insight into those se~rat places?oi'~the humar\ spirit approaches 
54 . . l • . • .. 

his own• n This enabled them to sem tidce brilliant1 £01~ having found 

out what the novels were all about, and for being one of those to whom 

they were addressed. They mu.st have been the addressees, or else how 

could they have understood the stories? 

one of the critics who .took this stand swepth~self along on a 

verbal tidal wave: 

. ,. Like some microscopist whose inst!"llmant,. focussed on a'pei.;. 
luciddropof:water, reveals withiri itsdeptha horrible·monsters 
feeding, on .one anotherj Mr. "Ja.-nes~ shows forth the baffled passiOn, 
.:tear, jealousy, and· wounded'. pride·, the high courage' and; self~ 
oaor-1.t:ioe·which 1 :may lurk beneath the't'aJ.r and shining' surface of 
modem. life in its ,finest. and. most finished manifestations;55 . 

It is int.eresting that whereas· this 'critic refers to the society 

James depicted as the "finest·and most .finisheci, 11 oth~r critic~ have 
' ' 

called it the most idle and depraved.. ·Perhaps this is an· indication of 

the crltics' attitudes towards various strata of society and also of' 
t ~ .. ' '. " 

J ",) 

their own ·position in it. 

1905, p. 20. 



The·a.uthor·o.r another essay on James• style noted that at that 

time (1907) Jam~s was buayediting some of his novels. He felt that 
. \ - ';/ i 
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ma.ni people.would probabl.y wish that he ·would clarify them. In view of 

Henry James t: attitude toward his fiction and the people who might read 

it, however, he resigned himsel£ to the opposite actuality. 

But we doubt very·mch if' he will concede so much to the 
unregenerate~ If they ca.Mot understand him, he is not tl\g man 
to undertake to supply them with both eyes and intellect.5 · 

In a.review o! !!'!! Outc!Z a critic asserted that James' social 

comedy was "an artificial creation," and rather pettishly sniffed that 

the author might have mad~ some "concession of a more human contact with 

his readers," 'While calling him "a patent, if limited, genius."57 

The critic quoted above, as do most ot the critics, ;reveals his 

own personality as he writes; almost as much as does an author in 

writing a book. lt is quite interesting to find the critics striking 

poses of one sort· or another, being grand or disdaini"ul, eympathetic or 

aggravated with, the writer whom they write about. In short, they turn 

out to be humari, and rarely a.re they purely objective, no matter how 

much they may-claim the contrary. 
. ··: ,' 

In the summer after Jame$ died, as essay on "The Art of Henry 

J~esn was published. It made some suggestions as to the reasons for 

James' .lack of popularltY, with the masses. It likened the psychological 

novel to a ga.'l'le Of Chess, Which some behold in ignorance of the moves 

56Th~, Nation, October i7, 1907, p. .343. ............. . .. ' . 

S7Th~ Bookman, December, 19111 pp. 4.34-35. 
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and c~t appreciate •. dt calls for work on the· reader•s part, flll'ther 
'' ' :;- - • 1,' '-. 

than the mere act Of re~gJ Which is too hard for: a gl"eat. many• More• 
. . ' : \ - " ,• .; 

over, the essayist said that James proved there were more th~ the three 

classic plots, 

· · .••• that in the interplay of any given company of human minds 
lies ~terial8: tor countless enthralments,, betrilderirig transitions, 
and chances.5 .. ,. 

. By his not employing. the usual type of plots1 James was repulsing, 

deliberately, the attachment of a large portion of' the general reading . . . 
\\. 

public. The type who prefers having only slightly different characters 

going· through practically the same routines in every story would natur

ally find a. James story pretty. tough sleddi~. When the climax is that 

hard to discover, it doesn't make a lazy sort of read~r happy. 

The next year, 1917 t another essay appeared, along with a spate 

of summary articles ot evaluation. It containe(j, a ;yaiuable point con• 

cerning roaso.ns that James failed of his desired, et.~eet, which was to 

have his stories more universally accepted without'changing or diluting 

them to fit.a more common atyle • 

• • • it.is 'because Anglo-Saxo~s are quite,'1naccustorned to having 
·their deeps or· terro1~ ·and pit~~ their moral centres, touched 
through the aesthetic ne~s. ' 

This was.something earlier critics had hinted at, but it had not 
.' . ' '• .t ~,. . 

been put so accurately before. It was an idea that seemed to come bet-
. ' . ., . . '•\ . 

ter tram a slightly retros~eetive point of view. An 1890 review had 

58LiY'!nJ; t$e, .July,26, 1916, p. 281: 

.: S9The Natto~,. Aprli ~~ 1917 1 P• 399. 
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said of,!!!! Tragic~ that it talked a good deal about "art £or art's 

sake,"~hich·wae a concei>t.that the.Bclti.sh·p.iblic had not then absorbed 

v~ry well. The critic had. ~ealized then that James• approach came from 

the artistic side, which had not .formerly been !r~uented by many ltriters. 
. - '~. . , -

The di.f£iculty lay,·· in some respects, 'With his readers, who were 
\,, " 

unused't.Obeing/reached throligh theirnaesthetic nerves" and could not 
' . . ' 

accept his radical method of,, addressing hi~.:premise to them. It is 

rather a novelty to think of Henry James with his Romantic stories as a 
' ' ' 

radical, yet his methods were .. decidedly- new and different. 

·In other respects, 0£ course, the difficulty •n<:.:.s in James h:Unaelf. 

He would not.unbend enough to· try to brl.dge the gap between himself and 
... . . .-. t , .. ·/__ ' 

the public~ Hie style :may- have been advanced for his times, but it was 

disguised·bythe ?ettinga and characters he used. There are strong 

.flavors of lavendar and rose petal.a, or rather mu.sty drawing roams and 

deep dark closets""'•far,from modern, even for his Ol.'ll time. It has taken 

the passage· of years to bring the·publ.ic;i, to any degree, up to the point 
' . 

of more general appreciation of James. As Henry Seidel Canby said in 
'j ' ,. • ' 

19.341 poetey.had become so difficult that reading it had made :reading 

H_enry James' rm oh easier• 

The critia who in 1920 announced that he had discovered the rea• 

son for J~es' lack ot mass :~ppeal was a bit heavy on accenting the 
.', ' .; ! ., ' 

unreality of James' world, bUt he probably had grasped part or the rea-

sons; 

. ·necoru.m ia. what damns James with the. larger public ••• 
people think bow much leisure his characters must have had and 
whatlittle>use they made of itl, His beaut:U.Ul world ie in 



danger of being demolished by some burly onrush of actuality.60 

It is evident that this critic did not think James had simulated 

"actuality" very well in his .fiction. 

Wh~:re some stories have levels of enjoyment ranging up to the 

psychological in dif!'iculty, James' stories seem to begin there and pro

gress upwards to higher degrees of intricacy. The reader must climb 

with him or be left dangling. James drew a veil aeroas the naked face 

of reality so that no sharply de.fined conclusions could be drawn about 

the situations, the characters, their conversation, or the ultimate 

resolution ot the story. 

Who, 'When uitnessing a scene enacted before a lighted ID.ndow, or 

in overhearing a conversation, or even in daily living with one's neigh• 

bors, can assign reasons and bases for their actions and words? There 

a.re a. thousand odd int'luancea upon each person, each acting in various 

degrees and with ohi£ting depths or power. Put two people together and 

these influences multiply, working in concord and sometimes in opposi

tion. Add more people, it intensifies. The infl.uenoes expand in geo

metric progression. 

An obserV"er can be cognizant of only a small. number of these 

influences) he can estimate the causes of only the visible effects. 
<« 

" Henry James knew that only an estimation was possible in real life, and 
,·-. 

he''~ttempted in his .fiction to describe only some of the causes a.long 

with ;the visible effects, much as one might recount the events or a 

60The Nation, October 201 19201 p. 4Ll. 
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dinner· ~rty. or the previous evening. 

Those.who discem.evil in the stories canriot lay the entire blame 

on Henry James. Uareli do~s :.he delineate evil in concis~ terms; even in 

The Turn o.t the Scre'W' it is more hinted at ·than stated~ Jsme.s"may give 
,,...,...,....~.,._........... ' ', ·~ 

some basis !or such interpretations, but often much more is made 0£ it 

than is entirely justifiable. Perhaps it is only normal hwnan nature to 
make such interpretations. , 

Henry James .hi:mself gave a vital reason f~r his lack of general 

pop.tlaz:tty, in his statement in 1!:! ~ 2£ Fiction~ Other Essays, 

that a novel should be nan immense and exquisite correspondence with 

lire. n lle did not specify a, mirror of life; or the . distillation of 

ii.re; he used the word, ttcorrespondenoe." ·Correspondence is·used £or 

keeping in contact with those who are at a distance, is it not?. then 

James waa of the belief that he should correspond With ll!e. He did not 
'; '.,' ·, ~' :.:, \•, -. . \ ~ 

aim at transcribing vitality, for it was obViously that pa.rt of life 
" ,\"i '; 

from which he· was distant. A writer should be jt1dged at least partially 
;-·--' ' ~ ' • C' ,' 

a.acordllig to the standards he ~ets forhi.msel.£1 and whether his writir.ig 
~' ' ' ... ' ~' . ' ' 

:f.'ulfills them. It is certain that Heney James'·should not be judg~ so 

much by -what the.critics had in mind that'he should do as by what he 
. ~ ~ ' . 

meant ror·hia accomplishments. 

',He was more of an observer than of a. participator in lifeJ he set . - ' ~- ' :,. 

dow'his·observatioris in his·own singular nia.nner. JtUnes did not .feel it .. ' . . 

waa his mission to interpret lite in black and white~· His colors were 

very mch ln>.the range of pearly and misty greys. For those willing to 
·' ,:.. ." 

·, 

penetrate,those,shifting mists, his storl.es wait .. 
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As a general thing it seems that in the years oontomp?rary with 

James there were too :few· wo vere willing to attempt this penetration, · 
' 

and as the years have passed since his death• the balance has s~ed 

decidedly in the other direction. The interpreters have grown.~~gi.On, 

and their interpretations have become; in some instances, almost tO~ ~ar-

tetehed to deserve study• They have been included in this paper· iTI. , ,, 

order to demonstrate how .far the business has been carried in aome'qu~ 

ters. 

It is true that James has needed some sort of intermediaries. 
,, 

between himself and his readers, but some of the recent dissertations on 
' ,I h• 

such things as the settings !or the climaxes and the decision as . to··. what 

"the Wollett product" was (in The Junbassadors) might lead to people ts - . 

being frightened away £rom him. 

vn. El.iGLl.Sli AND AHEfU:CAN ATTITUDES TOWARD JAMES· 

Although James did not bee0n1.e a British subject until 1915,- his 
. ., .. ', 

living in England for such a. long period time prevented Americana from 

thinking of him exclusively as an American, while the English certainly 

did not think .of him as English. It has been thought that He~\.raines 
~ . ;; ... 

was a sort of prophet ldthout honor in hia own oountr.r1 consideriilg· his 
,". l 

,, ,,. 

own country to be America. How accurate this thought i.s will. be. show 

by the following Ooills"llOnts from magazines in both countries .• 

An American magazine printed the first review found in this·· study 

or a novel by James. lt ap~ared in The Uation in May, 18771 and took ----
approving notice ot ~American. In March 1878 an English magazine, 

- -- , 
't' - ,, 
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~ Athens.sum, reviewed his work French :Poets ~ Novelists. Though the. 

books themselves were quite different in nature, the reviews were simi

lar in their favorable attitudes. 

Ot The American was said: -
• • • how much there is to admire in the novel! • • • The success 
here attained as it is by that apparent siJnplicity which is the 
height of art ••• 61 

Of French Poets and Novelistst ------- ----
There has of late years appeaI'E}d nothing upon French litera

ture so intelligent as this book.bl 

In both countries, then. he was given credit tor having done well 

at the tasks. His expatriation did not enter into the matter to cause 

the American to scorn him for having left his native country or the Eng

lish because he was not one of them. 

It was not. long be£ore the fact of his being American was 

involved, for in 1879 The Athenaeum. .found his story The Madonna of the ,__. ........... ..,_..........,_ 

Future better than it might have been because James had managed to write 

it 'With ttscarcely a. trace of what Englishmen are wont to consider .Amer1-

ca.nisms. n63 

American reaction to "Daisy Miller" as represented in Harper's 

vieeklz in 1879 was that Daisy and her mother were not types really 

repres~ntative of Amerl.cans. 64 This would seem to indicate that Jam.es 

6~he ~~tion, May 31, 18771 p. 325. 
62 
~ Athenaeum, Ma.l'Ch 161 1878, p. 339. 

63The Athenaaum, November 8, 1879, P• 593. 
61itarper•s Weekq1 January, 1879, p. 310. 
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was.being too imagirultive or else that he h8.d torsotten what his fellow 
. . v i• }. • • " ., 

oountrYm.en were llke• On the other haiid;· English opinion telt that in 
. .., . ,. l 

".Confidence" in 1880,· he was· prone to treat marriage and diwrce more 

~tly th.an the English,:~. accust~d· to do.6S, On·each.'.side of tho 
: . . ) ; . 

','' 

Atlantic he was, seemingly;· being relegated to the-other side in t0ucey 

matters such as national character and marriage·mores. 

In the· matter of liters.ry criticism.James was judged more 
.r '<: J 

•'··:,_ . 

leniently by an American magazine than by an English one. His book 
~ . ,. ~. 

Hawthorne, published in 1879, ·drew this o~nt !rom !!!!. Athenaeunu 

• • • hardly more than· a taskWork • .. • • not especially interesting 
arid nQ\ in'the least important as throwing'new light on its au~ 
ject~66 · 

The American critic was more pleased with What he read in Haw--
thomei 

••• the effect of' the whole being to ,make· tho reader thoroughl:v
67 acquainted With all the phases of Hawthorne1s life' and'charaeter. 

··, '·'" . • .. · 

Some dissatis.t'aotion was shown in what the·crltic felt·was con• 
. ., f~ 

desc~sion on Ja.'1leS t part1 hoWf)VO:rl 

• .. • • occasional interjection.a of sneering disparagements o:t Ameri
can literature •1:~ • detract·.from the other substantial merits of 
his perfo:rmanae.oo ·· 

Thus it' can.be sel!ln that the American reaction was more .tavorable1 

~'Tue\ Ath~ruieum, Januaey J, J.860, p. 16. 
66 . 

Ibid., P• 14. -.· 
67~arer•s'.Magazine~ Max-oh. 1880; p. 6.33. 

68ib:i.d. -
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whether it showed less critical acumen or not. It was natural that some 

resentment should be show.n if it were £elt that James had disparaged 

American literature. 

In 1890 two rev1evrs of !1:!, ,Tra61c ~ show some na.tionaliatie 

tendencies on the part 0£ the writers. 

An English critic wrote: 

• • • we have a picture that is characteristic of life as it is 
in London drawing rooms, or at any rate in Mr. James• conception 
of them, which perhaps comes to the same thing.69 

This appears as reluctant acknowledgement of Jamest ability to 

recreate I.ondon drawing rooms in his writing. The American view, on the 

other hand, held that his job in the novel was excellenti 

The whole picture of li.f e ia a vision of London aspects such as 
no Englishman baa yet been able to gives ao fine, so broad; so 
absolute, so freed from all necessities of reserve of falsity.70 

On the whole, the tendency seems to have been for the English to 

withhold any strong enthusiasm, This :may be as much expression of a 

national characteristic of reserve as of their feelings about James in 

particular. This hesitancy to give accolades shows in this comparison 

of an English and a.n American review of The Lesson of the Master in 1892• ........... ................., __ _ 
From The Athenaeu.nu -----
la it a want 0£ substance that in some places verges on thin

ness? .rather the echoea of feeling than .feeling itself • • • 
These stories are good as Mr. Ja.-:ies 1 work sometimes is good, and 
that is saying mueu.71 

69The Athenaeum• July 261 18901 p. 124. 

1<\ia.r£er's t5azine, September, 1890, p. 369. 

71.rhe Athenaeurn, March 19, 1892, p. 369. 



The last sentence ·is almost wholehearted pi·aise, but there was a · 
\, r 

good deal of toot ... draggixlg.be:tore it could.be delivered. 
. ~ . '. 7 . ' ' ... '·' ,• 

In The Nation, a· rerletrer wrote. that he thought the stories per..; ........... . ' ' .-
< • } ,( 

feet., He said that James':Was ful.fillirig the role of the modern artist 

in .fiction and1 

He is a spectacle 0£ Pure intellect, and artistic sensibility .. 
dominatirig·commoner 1£ not inferior qualities.72 · 

' ' ' 

Both English and Am~~~an opinions ~re favorable ·in tliseussing .. 

Pictures .!!!!, Text in 189.3. The American opinion frc>rn Ha?J?er's l~~az:ine:. 

'.Nobody will disputeMr. James• cla~'to a high, indeed to a 
unique place among American novelists• • . • • Even if he had nothing · ·· 
to say, his perfection or saying it would commend him to the artis• 
tic soul. But he sees both with eyes and imagination, and describes 
with the true art sense. 7.3 · · · .· . 

·" .. ' .- ' ' ' ' 

The. F.nglish, from ~ Dial, took it for granted that everyone 

knew of James' abilities: 

·of l~r. James' quality: as an essayist \-Te need not speak. Even 
those ldio do,:iot ca.re tor him must achnit his painstaking fidelity 
to his models. 74 , . . •. : _ 

The two schools ot thought appeared to be :moVing closer together. 
- - . ~ , 

,' 
' ' ' 

They did.not show any special'.sensitivity in connection with nationality 
'. . . •' ~ . . . . 

or national characteristics, a:Od. this m~J be a reason £or the more gen

eral ag~ement. 

Fo~ TerrdnationS 1n 1895, a book of short· stories, there was· 
~ • ! . I 

72.fhe Nation,·. April 28, 1892, p. 326. ........ :. . ~- . 

7JH~r's f}!$az1ne, ~una, 1893> p. ,3. 

74rhe Di.al, July 16, 189.3,, P• !a. --
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aecla~ from both; English and .4.merio~_ .eri tics. The English found James• 

talents .remarkably good:<;: 
. ' . . _, ·, 

Scarce any other contemporary ilan of' letters could have brought ' 
the same qualities to bear in like degree and'proportion,·or 
bestowed the rare and delicate handling· he has lavished on this • • 15 

'i' . . .. ~ !-

TheJunerican critic: ll_kewise gave· James recognition for bia tal• 
l > ~; 

ents: 

• • • his touch in the American cha.racte~ is brilliant nnd seciire 
••• wise and sensitive reticence •• • 10 

The opinion concernini'.his dealing with the American character 
>! •j t : 

should be compared with the opinion of "Daisy Miller'' expressed in Har-
.. .. ,...... 

•" i' • • 

22r's -Wee!sl:r in 1879, in which the critic stated that ~a~sy and her 

mother. were not at all typical 0£ real !un.erlcans. This may. indicate a 
' ~ '' - 1. ~ ; 

change in Ja."lles 1 manner of treating the subject or a change in critics 

on the magazine. 
. . . 

Conour.ring views on the good qualities of!!!!,!!£ l·~:tc,s, the 

book of short storles conta~ "The 'l'u.rn ·of the Screw," •ffere. exp~esaed 
in both an English and, a."l .. 1marican magazine. 

Th6· English praised J~est subtlety and said that he had a touch 

· · 'that woUJ.d make . eVen . t{af.1:.horne' j~alous i 
< ,: • • ·~ -~< •'< . 

;: Here th~.' author makes triumphant use·.· of his subtletyJ instead 
or obscuring,.he only' adds to the horror or his conception' by 
~ccasionally)withholding.the actu~lfact ••• 77 

'75m .' ·. : .. · ... . .. 
. £h! Athena.eum,.June 15, 18951 P• 769. 
7%~~~·~ we~kix~ J~ly 21, 1895, ·P· 701. 

77Tlle ,·Athena.eum, October 22, 1898,, p., 565. 
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The American cri'l:.ic thought that his ha.bit of pursuing 

the elusive impression till he nails it with a farrl.liar phrase • 
• • {ind hii/ conve~ing into vivid, exquisite, immensely a.musing 
pictures or life stuff that has long been the property of formal 
and tedious philosophy.78 

Concurring views were .tound against The Sacred Fount in 1901. -------
The English called it nan example of hypochondrlacal subtlety run mad. ,;19 

A review in an American :magazine stated that it would be 

impossible to tell what the book was about without using almost 
as many words as Mr. James has wasted in the telling or it; and 
as when told it ign*t worth one's while,. we shall prudently 
refrain from it.ti 

In 1903 James published Wtllirun Wetmore Stori; ~ ill:!! Friends, 

a biography of an American artil'Jt who lived abroad. Even in dealing 

with the facts of a man's life, he p:rese!lted problems to the critics. 

An American reviewer in The Nation decided that there would be tw -
classes of readers of the 'book: those who gave up in despair and those 

81. 
who would persevere to ltfind it the most attractive book of the seascn." · 

Again the Englieh were in accord. One o! their critics said in 

Blaclnrood' s ~ 

• • • a. loyal but wonderfully intimate and searching critic is 
at ao.r oar ••• the goldenness of appeal to Mr. James /J.iJ recov
ered by him with all his a.rt of suggestion. The whole canvas is 
brushed ~'1.th extraordina.rY delicacy and finesse.82 

78'.rhe Uation, Decenlher 81 1898, P• h32. 

79,!he Athenaeurri., March 2, 1901, P• 272. 

BOTha ~~' July, 1901, P• 442. 
81

1'he Nation, November 5, 1903, p. 365. ____ , 
82n1ackwood•s, November, 1903, p. 668. 
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In both instances the critics recognized and peid tribute to 

James• powers. In neither ca.so was there resentment sholm at any di£fi-

eulty which may have presented itself to them in the story. 

It is plainly evident that Henry Jamee found ~ response from both 

the English and ll!il.erican critics. It 'Has not identical for overy novel 

or st-Ory that he published, nor should it have 'been. How pointless 

international communications •.,;ould be if the readers of each country 

reacted the same way to every piece of literature! Ev~n worse thar. if 

all the people in any one country had the same reaction. There vould be 

no reason tor further attempts at new foms of co1mnunication. 

An obituary notice quoted from~ Literary DiGest sheds some 

light. on the question o! which should be regarded as James' native coun-

try: 

• • • after he learned from America what .t~erioa had to teach him 
he found in hurope his spiritual and intGllectual. home •••• There 
ia a whole school of wri tera and thinkers 1 both in America and here 1 · 

which :re!usef) to accept as a model, or even as the right expression 
o! his own qualities, the later of Hr. Henry James• three methods as 
a writer. They call him colloquial, involved, un-English, and much 
else •. B"l. lt docs not much signify. The man's genius ia 'What signi• 
ties. ~ 

Perhaps this is actually the most sensible attitude to apply to 

James. What dif.t'arence does it really ma.Jr..e, ·whether he was more English 

or American in his characterlntics? It makes !or interesting discussion, 

that is tlru.e, but to lose sight of James' larger qualities and signifi-

canoe is ~o waste time that might be better spent in ~riting more mean• . 

ingful criticism. 

8.3The Literarz Piiost, F'ebruary 12, 1916, P• 377. 
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The American audience 1 which may have harbored some justifiable 

resentment at James• expatriation, did not either ignore or disparage 

his works tor that reason. It seemed to accept him often more gener

ously than did the English, in ract. In the present day, there are more 

American scholars than English who do work in James' l<.Titi:ng it would be 

sate to wager, even though the Americans often must go abroad to do so. 

Matthiessen and Edel have done much more penetrating studies than has 

the Engl.ishman, Stephen Spender, for instance. It seems as if the Eng

lish either consider themselves superior to James, in their own consid ... 

eration; or else they a.re not sure of his lasting qualities yet, so they

cannot :really devote time to him which might be better spent with the 

real old masters. 

While each critic saw Henry James in a di££erent light, and no 

foreshadowing 0£ the present state of his reputation can be found in the 

writings of his contemporaries, there were certain qualities which were 

remarked by his critics. Theae qualities have formod the main stru.cture 

of the character of Ja.'!les c writing. 
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